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Hospital can't
obtain audit

Woman's body !pulled from
Kentucky Lake
PARIS. Tenn. — Indeniifii
lion of a human torso has not
been confirmed by Tennessee
authorities.
The body was found floating in
Kentucky Lake near Paris Landing by a fisherman Monday afternoon. according to Henry County
officials.
Searchers are continuing a
diving operation in hopes of finding more evidence or the remainder of the body. The torso has
been sent to the state medical
examiner's office in Nashville for
an autopsy.
Although authorities would not
speculate on the identity of the
body, which is believed to be that
of a female, a woman has been
missing since 1990.
At that time, authorities
searched the lake for the body of
Marilyn June Atkins, 42. of
Indian Mound. who disappeared
Dec. 30, 1990.
Charges .were filed against
Kenneth Pipkins, formerly of
Stewart County. in the murder of
Atkins. An investigation is continuing.
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area for hospital employees MO
.
patients. "We didn't include this in the
Murray-Calloway County Hoscapital budget, but I would like
pital
officials
are
frustrated
over
A
efforts to obtain a copy of an for us to purchase a tent - like
audit conducted by Progressive structure for the terrace whuii
illealth Management Inc. and can be heated and cooled," Post
Health Benefits Group of Ken- on said. "If we are going to allow
tucky citing that the hospital has people to smoke there, could we
$2,245.84 in overbillings to the find something warmer and mow
Medicaid program.
presentable?"
The board voted to puielhise
The audit findings, which were
published in the Aug. 10 edition the enclosure, which will cosi
of the Courier-Journal, included S10.123 and be ventilated M, oh a
overbillings from 10 hospitals fan.
STACEY CROOK Ledge, & Toros photo
In other fiusincss. the board
and 10 nursing homes from July
Bill Parker, with the Murray Police Department, monitors traffic and escorts students near Murray Middle
1991 through March 1992 in
*Discussed the new pr o%
School at the Intersection of Ninth and Main Streets In the mornings and afternoons
which a total of S842,I26 in tax which is based on
overcharges were discovered.
revenue for each month.
"It made the hospitals look
-After this provider -tax. •ar,tt
pretty had, but it's really a slam
welcome health tare reform
to the people who are supposed throughout the state," Poston
to be looking at the claims," said said: "The small hospitals arc
"We're not in the traffic
officer at a school leaves other
By STACEY CROOK
Stuart Poston. hospital going to really profit from this .Safi Writer
parts of the city without patrol:
directing business." he said.
while the larger hospital will be
administrator.
"We've got to set priorities
At Murray Middle School,
Poston told the board he has no hurting."
As a new school year gets
and obviously protecting kids is
where there is the highest conIn July, the hospital paid
idea what the audit is all about
underway, more pedestrians,
one
of our highest pnorities.
centration of traffic and pedestbecause the auditing firm refused approximately S77,000 he .111%e
cars and buses will be flocking
"I'd like to see some type of
nans, Franklin said he did not
to send financial director Danny of the tax.
to campuses across the city and
cooperation between schools
have anyone who could go out
*Listened to finarki.il report
Walters a copy.
county.
and the police department."
there and stand in front of cars
"We felt like we ought to have for July.
Police Chief Larry Elkins
"We've had another .y00.1
because the road is a state
a copy of it since we were named
said the. department - is doing,. Elkins said.
He suggested forming a volhighway
in
- Walters said. "They month,- Walters said -We are up
what it can to. help with traffic
unteer group who-would undersMurriy . Middle School prinhaven't returned. any. of my - 10%percent in adnos,irius. I:0 per
cow° .tt'llixt• pedestrian safety.
safety training. The police
-go
calls." -•
cipal Pat Seiber. said it may
cent in emerge,:v
n
TOc.M1
1,11,
"We will continue to monitor
provide the
would
department
appear
and
10
.
that
teachers
do
not
care
Thanks
to
a
request
percent
in
by
Poston,
ouos.iiii-ni
traffic," he said.
training and the equipment.
smokers at the hospital wit-be visits."
about student safety but that is
However, Elkins said he may
Elkins said.
much more comfortable during
not the Case.
not always be able to have an
Waiters said the dossnside
Murray Schools Superintenthe wintertime.
"We just can't take that
officer near schools. There are
Medicaid patient dass. %shot
dent
W.A.
Franklin
said
he
responsibility." she said.
times when units have to
Poston asked the board to down 23 percent
doesn't think educators or volUnder the advice of the
respond to other calls.
•Ileard a consuut thin nisli
approve the purchase of a smokhandle
unteers
should
traffic
In addition, tying up every
ing
enclosure
for
the
_terrace,
2A
Page
Set.
MI
safety.
which is the designated smoking MI See Page 2A
By ANY WILSON
Staff Writer

School means traffic woes

Cx

WASHINGTON (AP) --Librarians at the Agriculture
Department looked at their files
and saw -- to their complete sur
prise — letters in Thomas Jefferson's own hand.
The 11 pieces of correspondence, from 1786 to 1819, were a
gift to the Agriculture Department 75 years ago — but the
material had been tucked away
ahd forgotten among the papers
of a long-retired Agriculture
Department historian.
Unexpected finds are "a
chronic problem, we don't always
know what we have," Joseph
Howard, director of the National
Agricultural Library, says of the
letters rediscovered a month ago
in musty library files in Beltsville, Md.
The library has a backlog of
hundreds of thousands of unexamined documents. It's a problem
for other government repositories
as well. The Library of Congress
has 28 million items that haven't
been catalogued — including
hundreds of thousands of sound
recordings and photographs and
17 million manuscripts.
Alan Fusonie, head of the special -collections section at the
•See Page 2A

In cable ruling, another monopoly bites the dust
NEW YORK (AP) — Consumers may be a step cTcfser to choosing whether their cable TV company or the phone company prosides the movies, sports and
music videos they get on their
televisions.

A federal judge on Tuesday monopoly cable TV companies
threw out a 1984 rule that barred enjoy in most places. The Nationtelephone companies from offer- al Cable Television Association,
ing programming over the net- ,. The industry's main trade group,
works they use to provide phone said it would support an appeal.
service,
Both cable and phone compaThe ruling jeopardiies the nies want to develop two-way

communications for video, text forces
'It's not dear w lti h
and data. Phone companies_
afready have two-way capability. going to go:- said Gary Ailti. .r
But consumers still may have telecommunications amils si iii
only one optiein if. as some Washington.1"It potentialls'is
believe, phone companies_ and
cable operators - simply join • See Page 2A

Thompson broke ice on case
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Federal investigators spent years
looking into the business dealings
of Dr. Bill Collins during and
after his wife, Martha Layne Collins, was governor.
It was only when Lester
"Mac" Thompson agreed to testify that the case began to come
together. Thompson was secretary of the critical Finance
Cabinet in the Collins administration and a business partner of Bill

Collins'.
Thompson said Tuesday he
only rolled over on Collins after
Collins refused to help him with
his own troubles with the
authorities.
Prosecutors told Thompson in
1991 that he was going to be
charged with 12 counts of tax
evasion. And they said they
would go after Thompson's
brother, too.
Thompson testified Tuesday
that he told Collins of the threats
during two tense meetings in
1991. The testimony was not

clear on all points and was
restricted several times by objections from Collins' attorney.
But the troubles for Thompson
apparently stemmed from two
cash transactions that he said
involved tickets to the Kentucky
Derby and the wedding. of the
Collins' son, Steve Collins.
The amounts involved somewhere from $20,000 to $30,000.
During a meeting at a restaurant in Lexington. Thompson said
Collins wanted him to say that
AMY WILSON/Lodger &

III See Page 2A

Mars Observer fails to phone home
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) —NASA scientists waited anxiously
for the call that never came. Now they must contemplate the
unthinkable: The Mars Observer flew right past the planet into
oblivion.
"It's terrible, terrible, terrible," said Arden Albee, the project's chief scientist.
The wayward spacecraft hasn't been heard from since Saturday and failed to radio Earth as scheduled on Tuesday, when it
was to fire its thrusters and drop into orbit around Mars.
With no word from the Observer, scientists simply didn't
knosi, if it started circling Mars, flew past it, or was destroyed
or disabled after it was last heard from.
NASA scientists bravely insisted they hadn't given up on the
Observer, launched in September on a SI billion mission to
study Martian terrain, climate and weather using sophisticated
instruments, including a camera that can spot an object the size
of a Volkswagen Beetle from a 234-mile-high orbit.

MEETINGS
•Murray School Board will conduct
a special meeting and public hearing
Thursday at 12. 15 p.m. at the board
office, 814 Poplar St., to discuss increasing the general fund tax levy from 36
cents to 36 5 cents.

"1 would liketo believe the spacecraft is in orbit," project
manager Glenn grunningham said at NASA's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. "We' will continue to try diligently to re-establish
communications with the spacecraft."
And what were scientists doing to relieve the tension?
"Screaming loudly," Cunningham said.
If the spacecraft hasn't received any of the commands sent
to it in recent days, it should automatically man another computer program and try to contact Earth this afternoon.
If the craft has indeed settled into orbit and it's -just- a transmitter problem, it could stay safe for weeks while engineers try
to regain contact.
But "if we don't get it toward the end of the week, then
the hope is going to become, well, really, hope," said Albee, a
dean at the California Institute of Technology.

NOTICE

Area farmers examine first
central pivot irrigation system
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Although tradition plays an
important role in farming,
many of Calloway County's
farmers are open to new and
innovative techniques.
That's why 40 farmers and
agribusinessmen boarded a bus
Tuesday that took them to the
John and Randy Tucker Farm

• Atlanta posted a 6-4 win over San
Francisco Tuesday afternoon to pull within 5'h games of the NL West-leading
Giants
• • • •
• Murray High and Calloway County
High School kicked off the faN soccer
Season in impressive fashion Tuesday
nclit

• Registration for Murray Preschool
Heed SOH is scheduled from 8 a m to 4
p m this week in room 110 at Murray
State University's Special Education
building

I Murray City Council will meet
Thursday at 730 p m in the council
chambers at city hall.

Page 2B

at Kirkscy to look at the first
central pivot irrigation system
in the county, which was
installed last year.
"The farmers are members
of the Calloway County
Young and Adult Farmer
Program," said Johnnie Stock dale, instructor. "We try to go
on one tour per year."
•See Page 2A

BRIEFLY...

SPORTS

I

TITO'S phOtn

About 40 area farmers and agrIbusInessmen went on a trip to John
and Randy Tucker's farm In Kirksey to examine the first center pivot
irrigation system Installed In the county. In addition, the group vic.
ited soybean variety plots, herbicide plots and corn variety plots
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Traffic safety key for school zones
walk. Elkins warns pedestrians
not to assume motorists see
them.
"The best thing to do is only
to cross the street when there
are no cars coming in either
direc tion," he said.
For parents who dnve their
children to school at Murray
Middle, Elkins said the children
should only be dropped off on
the south side of Main Street so
that children do not have to
cross a lane of traffic.
He also advises children to
be dropped off at a crosswalk

By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
During the hustle and bustle
each morning and afternoon,
accidents may happen. However, to lessen the chance of
injury, Murray Police Chief
Larry Elkins and Murray
Middle School principal Pat
Seiber offer tips.
Elkins said motorists must
obey speed limits. He said in all
school zones, the speed is 25
mph.
Children who walk to school
should always cross in a cross-

•School...

rather than in the middle of the
road.
Seiber said the biggest safety
concern at Murray Middle is
parents who drop their children
off in front of the school from
the north side of Main Street.
She said in the afternoons
parents often stop on the north
side of the street and motion for
their child to come across the
east lane of traffic.
"The safest way is to drop
children off on Eighth or Poplar
streets and let them walk up to
the school or to pull into one of

that," Elkins said.
Mayor Bill Cherry said he
wants to sec all panics involved
to cooperate.
"I feel like it is the school,
the city and the parent's responsibility to see that children
arrive S'afely to school.
"If it takes volunteers, I'd
spend time there to see it's
done safely," Cherry said.
Elkins said everyone should,
first and foremost, be concerned
with the students.
"It gets down to whether the
liability is more important to
you than doing what is right,"
he said.

board's attorney, Don Overbcy,
Franklin said the schools should
leave traffic control to the
police department.
Franklin said he and the
board are concerned about the
liability problems the school
could face if a teacher were
directing traffic.
Elkins said he does not think
liability should be the issue.
"I'm a little put out by the
school board's reluctance to
assist us by citing liability
problems,
"We're all worried about liability but we'll have to face

Quit smoking.
wERE cHTIG FOP
'CU? UFE

American Heart
Association

FROM PAGE 1A
setting up an even greater
monopoly."
Rep. Ed Markey, D-Mass.,
chairman of the House telecommunications subcommittee, said
he fears a wave of acquisitions
will eliminate choices. He called
on Congress to legislate new
safeguards.
But some in the telecommunications industry say satellitedelivered programs and new
radio technologies will provide
plenty of competition to wired
systems.
"The monopoly has already
disappeared. We just don't realize it yet," said Paul Saffo of the
Institute for the Future in Menlo
Park, Calif. "The alternate delivery modes are really conspiring
to make the wire monopoly a
thing of past."
In a case brought by subsidiaries of Bell Atlantic, U.S. District
Judge T.S. Ellis in Alexandria,
Va., ruled Tuesday that the Cable
Communication Policy Act of

BRIEFS

the parking spaces on Main
Street," she said.

Britain may be in for time change

Programs are being planned
to present to students on traffic

LONDON (AP) — Cold, wet, gloomy — Britons love to gripe
about their winter mornings. And now PTUTIC Minister John Major
wants to make the darkness last an hour longer.
Major has proposed putting Britain on the same time as western
Europe, mainly in the belief that this will help British businesses,
which now open and close an hour later than their continental
counterparts. The government also hopes that delaying darkness
will mean fewer road accidents.
But pushing the clocks ahead by one hour would make sunrise
conic as late as 10 a.m. in the westernmost parts of the United
Kingdom.
"Children would be going to school in the dark," protested
Calum Smith, spokesman for the Scottish National Party. "There
may be benefits to London and the southeast of England, but
because of Scotland's geographical location, it wouldn't be nght
for us."

safety. Seiber said she has spoken to Elkins about having an
officer visit classrooms and discuss safety.
Children are also reminded
not to cross between parked
cars. Passing motorists are less
likely to see a child if he or she
steps out from behind another
vehicle.

•Cable...

FROM PAGE 1A

NEWS

1984 violates free-speech rights
by keeping phone companies
from operating cable franchises
in areas where they offer phone
service.
The Justice DepartmenL which
fought to preserve the 1984 rule,
has two months to appeal.
Spokesman Joe Krovisky said a
review is under way.
All seven Bell companies
praised the ruling. The Bell
Atlantic units that brought the
lawsuit said they would proceed
with plans to provide cable programming in Alexandria within a
year and a half.
Bell Atlantic's immediate
plans call for laying optical fiber,
which carries many more signals
than existing wires, through
Alexandria for interactive video
products.
The ruling came eight days
after the Bell companies' monopoly on local calls was shaken by
the proposed merger of AT&T,
the nation's largest long distance
company, with McCaw Cellular
Communications Inc., the
nation's largest cellular company.

•Farmers...
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FROM PAGE 1A
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FROM PAGE 1A
from Poston.
"I hope by the next board
meeting we can have a tour of the
outpatient area," Poston said.
"We are still about a year or so
from total completion."
Poston also notified the board
that the hospital has been
awarded a three-year accreditation by the Joint Commission.
*Went into a 30-minute executive session to discuss a contract
and the quality comMission

irommammm.a...m.***9,,,N
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report which involves personnel.
No action was taken.
Dr. Allen Moffitt drew the
board's attention to the bylaws
pertaining to the meeting date,
which had been moved to Tuesday instead of the previous
Thursday.
"I have a point of order," he
said. "I think we need to either
change the bylaws or meet on the
specified day (Thursday). There
are only two reasons why we
should have to change a meeting
date and that is because of a lack
of a quorum or a catastrophic
incident like the death of a board
member."

Miss your paper?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
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Collins never received the
money. During that meeting.
Thompson said Collins' hands
shook and he knocked over a
sugar container.
"Either I could say Tonya
Brock had got it or that I put it
on his desk and he didn't know
how it got there," Thompson
said.
Brock was a secretary at Collins Investments, the company
Collins started to oversee limited
partnerships in real estate and
horses.
Prosecutors charge Collins
leaned on two securities companies and some of their officials to
invest in his company and make
contributions to Mrs. Collins'
campaign and inauguration in
1983. In return, prosecutors say
Collins directed state bonding
business their way.
Thompson said a second meeting took place in Bill Collins'
truck as the two drove around
Georgetown for more than two
hours, not talking but writing
notes to each other on a . legal
pad.
"What I wanted him to do was
testify that the money was his
and not mine," Thompson said.

n eto
C
saoidl ihnes nddehcilsiz
dr,'Thompson
V''he n
ncy went to prosecutors and
agreed to ctioperate.
Defense attorney Frank Haddad went over the proposed
indictment against Thompson in
some detail Tuesday, reading
each of the 12 charges that
Thompson signed false personal
and corporate income tax returns
from 1984 to 1987.
Haddad repeatedly pointed out
that each charge carried a potential penalty of three years in prison and $100,000 in fines for a
possible total of 36 years in prison and 51.2 million.
Thompson spent Monday on
the stand outlining how Collins
directed that bonding business be
given to certain companies.
Haddad tried on several occasions to poke holes in Thompson's account of meetings and
transactions with little success.
he
p.rio
e dmgpe tding,
'snov.
ompHsoa nddaaccIk
Thompson
invested money in the Collins
ventures. But Thompson said the
money from bond company officials was different.
"You might look at it as an
investment. I looked at it as a
kickback," Thompson said.
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primanly half corn and the
other half wheat and soybeans," Stockdale said.
This is the second year the
system has been used by the
Tuckers. The biggest advantage of using the system is that
it is much less labor intensive.
"Farmers don't have to
move the machine around
every few hours," Stockdale
said. "It's the most automatic
system there is."
Stockdale said he expects to
see more of the irrigation systems throughout the county.
"It's a large investment: but
I think we may see a few more
in use," he said. "The only
drawback is part of the county
doesn't have the water table
that is required."

FROM PAGE 1A
Stockdale teaches night
classes for the farmers October
through March at the Calloway
County High School Agriculture Department.
The Tuckers explained the
irrigation system to the visitors, mentioning costs and
benefits.
"The people were very
interested," Stockdalee_said.
"Calloway County has had a
lot of dry spells so we are
looking at the irrigation systems pretty carefully."
Although Joe Pat Hughes
now has a center pivot irrigation system, the first one was
installed at the Tucker farm.
"It irrigates about 150 acres,

FROM PAGE 1A
National Agricultural Library,
described the Jefferson correspondence as "priceless."
The letters show the application of science to agriculture and
present —a wonderful picture of
the practical side to one of the
country's greatest men," Fusonie
added.
The correspondence reflects
the third U.S. president's lifetime
passion for things agricultural.
In one letter, an English lord
praised Jefferson for inventing a
device called a mould board, a
plow with cutting edges designed
with great mathematical

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT
500

precision.
In another, Jefferson thanked
an admirer for sending melon
seed from Persia. In a third, Jefferson detailed for a farmer the
planting procedure for chicory
seed.
Regarding the mould board
plow, the British Board of Agriculture "is very generally satisfied that the Invention is important," Lord Sheffield of the British board wrote Jefferson en
March 24, 1806.
As for the chicory, "sow the
seed in rich beds, as you would
tobacco seed, and take the advantage of good seasons in the spring
to draw & transplant them,"
wrote Jefferson. "I have generally set the plants 16.1. or 2.F.
apart every way, to give room for
several weedings the first summer, for during that they are too
weak to contend with the
weeds."
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13-year-old accuses
Jackson of fondling him

Policy changes for wetlands challenged
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
White House plan to end "years
of agency infighting and gridlock" over wetlands protection
ran into a legal challenge hours
after it wu announced.
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The National Association of
Homebuilders and three other
industry groups filed suit Tuesday in U.S. District Court in
Washington objecting to an administration regulation being issued
today that would close a major
loophole in wetlands policy.
The industry groups argued

that regulators must get congressional approval for certain policy
changes announced by the Clinton administration.

"skirts" around backhoes to
catch falling din — to bypass the
law, the administration says.

.
velopers
The loophole lets de
build restaurants, malls and other
structures on wetlands as long as
they don't dump any din into the
land when they excavate it, the
White House Office of Environmental Policy said.

Lawsuits happen when new
rules are published. But this one
has an added twist showing how
tricky wetlands regulation has
been: The administration closed
the loophole in response to legal
aCtiOn brought by an environmental group during the Bush
administration.

As a result, builders have been
able to use sophisticated, expensive methods — putting trucks
and backhoes on platforms, with

"This is following through on
a settlement agreement that had
_been reached earlier on between

board
Agrisat s-

WASHINGTON (AP) — Lee
Harvey Oswald fantasized about
killing people even as a teenager, according to newly released
documents.
A CIA memo written four
months after President Kennedy
was assassinated in Dallas
describes the assassin's psychiatric history.
"It is abundantly clear from all
the materials reviewed that Lee
Oswald was psychiatrically disturbed from his earliest youth,"
Arthur Dooley wrote in the memo
dater" March 20, 1964.
By that time, investigators into
the JFK killing were zeroing in
on Oswald as the lone assassin.
"All available evidence points to
a solitary act of a mentally unstable person."
Dooley had access to secret
material, including transcripts of
a psychiatrist's examination of
Oswald at age 13.
"That he had a compulsive
urge to kill people at times
showed its beginnings in the
aforementioned psychiatric
reports in which he acknowledged fantasies about being allpowerful and being able to do

anything he wanted," Dooley
wrote. "When asked if this ever
involved hurting and killing people, he said that it did on
occasions."
The memo says that when
Oswald's mother received the
diagnosis that Oswald was suffering "serious personality damage," she ignored it.
Also among the stacks of documents released Monday at the
National Archives were grisly
photographs taken at Oswald's
autopsy after he was shot in the
basement of the Dallas jail by
Jack Ruby days after the
assassination.
The photographs reveal scars
on Oswald's left wrist that,
according to the documents,
resulted from a suicide attempt in
1959 shortly after Oswald
defected to the Soviet Union.
Other documents that are part
of the 300-plus boxes of CIA
material included a letter purportedly from a Cuban to Oswald 12
days before the assassination
praising his marksmanship.
Addressed to "Friend Lee,"
the letter was written in Spanish
and signed by someone calling

himself "Pedro Charles."
"You ought to close the business as soon as possible, like I
told you before in Miami," the
letter states according to the
CIA's translation. "Do not he
foolish with the money I gavc
you. ... After the affair I am
going to recommend much to the
Chief."
The writer says he told the
unidentified "chief" that Oswald
'could put out a candle at 50
meters.''
The CIA memo questions the
letter's veracity, noting that it is
postmarked Nov. 28, 1963, six
days after the assassination. The
memo notes that the type face
and handwriting match that of
another letter also postmarked
from Havana, Cuba, on Nov. 28
and addressed to then-Attorney
General Robert F. Kennedy, the
slain president's brother. The text
of the letter to RFK was not
included in the memo.
Assassination experts said the
letter may have been a fake, perhaps designed to falsely implicate
the Castro regime in the
assassination.
"1 suspect it's a fabrication or

Nigeria waits for Babangida
LAGOS, Nigeria (AP) — Public buses stopped running and
thousands of people stayed home
in Nigeria's largest city today,
the 'first day of a general strike
meant to pressure the military
ruler to step down.
There were no initial reports of
violence. More than 100 people
died over a three-day period during a similar strike in Lagos last
month.
Gen. Ibrahim Babangida's government has said he will retire
Thursday, swear in a new government and bid farewell with the
ruffles and flourishes of a military parade in the sleepy central
Nigerian village he built into an
opulent capital, Abuja.
But the new government is
already discredited. By scrapping
the results of the June 12 presidential election, Babangida, who
took power in a bloodless coup in

1985, has set the stage for the
military to remain in power under
civilian guise.
"We've waited eight years.
We can wait three more days,"
said Babq Gana Kingibe, a former diplomat who was the vice
presidential candidate of Moshood K.O. Abiola, the apparent
winner of the nullified June
election.
Babangida plans to announce
the composition of the government on Thursday, one day
before his long-promised deadline for returning Nigeria to civilian government after a decade of
military rule.
To keep the pressure on, the
nation's oil workers were to
begin striking today, followed on
Saturday by other industrial
unions. But all sorts of workers
stayed home today, and some oil
workers went to work.

An oil company official said
that in rural areas, where the oil
operations are, it was business as
usual. In Lagos, most shops were
closed and the public transportation system was idled. Traffic
was lighter than usual.
The unions insist that Babangida give power to the Senate, but
Kingibc and Abiola want the ruler to inaugurate them. The United
States, Britain, Canada and other
Western nations have imposed
limited sanctions and threaten to
toughen them if Abiola does not
become president.
Civilian politicians predict that
Babangida will choose as head of
the new interim government
Ernest Shonekan, a once respected businessman who holds
the title of chief executive of the
government that is controlled by
Babangida.
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something that could have been
used to set up Oswald," said
James Lesar, director of the
Assassination Archives and
Research Center, a private.
Washington-based trove of assassination records.
Gacton Form, a staff member
of two congressional investigations into the Kennedy assassination, said the letter was probably
connected to an elaborate misinformation campaign directed by
"assets" of the CIA and
designed to discredit Castro.
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But the source who saw confidential police documents told The
Associated Press that the investigation began after the son of a
Beverly Hills dentist told his therapist that Jackson sexually abused
him.
The source also said police seized photos and videotapes in a
search over the weekend of Jackson's Century City condominium
and Neverland ranch.
Anthony Pellicano, Jackson's security consultant, said the allegations followed a failed attempt to blackmail the singer for $20
million.
"1 am confident the department will conduct a fair and thorough
investigation and its results will demonstrate that there was no
wrongdoing on my part," Jackson said in a statement read by his
lawyer, Howard Weitzman.
In another development, KCAL-TV reported that court documents show the boy's father, who is divorced from the mother and
locked in a battle for custody, sought a court order to prevent the
mother from allowing Jackson to see or communicate with the boy.
Michael Freeman, auorney for the boy's mother, said the woman
knew nothing of the abuse allegations until police launched their
investigation.
"She was shocked at what the allegations arc," said Freeman,
who would not identify his client. "Obviously she had no idea
whatsoever that anything was going on of that nature or she would
have stopped it."
Freeman also denied the woman was part of an extortion attempt.
'The lawyer would not say how the boy came to meet Jackson.
A lawyer for the boy's father refused to comment, and no one
answered the door at the family's home.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — The child sex-abuse investigation of
Michael Jackson began after a 13-year-old told a therapist the pop
SIM fondled him, a source says.
Jackson, in Thailand for the latest kg of a world tour Tuesday,
denied any wrongdoing.
Police have refused to comment on the case except to say that au
investigation of the 34-year-old singer began Aug. 17. investigators
with the county Department of Children's Services also refused ID

Oswald talked of killing as a teen
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the Bush administration and an
environmental group," said William W. Stelle, assistant director
of the White House Office of
Environmental Policy.
The office said the new federal
policy "offers a fair, flexible and
comprehensive approach ...
ending years of agency infighting
and gndlock."
Nine agencies helped develop
the policy, which hopes to stem
the loss of wetlands by closing
such loopholes and making regulations easier for farmers and
other landowners to obey.
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FROM OUR READERS
Poll indicates opposition to rulings
Dear Editor.
A recent U.S. Supreme Court decision ruled a prayer at a graduation service to be illegal. As a result, many high schools in this
country cancelled the baccalaureate service from their 1993 regular
high school graduation exercises.
A rather recent Reader's Digest poll was reported in an article in
Reader's Digest entitled "Let Us Pray!" It stated that an overwhelming majority of people in this country were opposed to the
Supreme Court decision referred to above.
It also reported that an overwhelming majority of the people
were opposed to the 1962 Supreme Court decision which prohibited
prayer in public schools and a display of the NativityScene at
Chnstmastime.
This arride-11110-explains how Congress could overturn those
Supreme Court decisions if enough political pressure were brought
to bear on Congress.
Over 200 years ago our forefathers migrated from Europe to
America to find religious freedom. However, according to the
Encyclopedia Britannic*. no European court in recent history has
found it illegal to teach religion in public schools.
It is ironic that after enjoying that religious freedom for 185
years of our nation's history, prior to 1962, we have allowed the
U.S. Supreme Court to take it away from us while the Europeans
now enjoy such freedom.
This writer will send a copy of the Reader's Digest article "Let
Us Pray!" free to anyone who sends a stamped, self-addressed
envelope to me at P.O. Box 127, Gillette, WY 82717.
Stephen Tarver
P.O. Box 127, Gillette, WY 82717

Passing down the joy of baseball
It was July as I remember, and
I had just turned nine.
County Stadium in Milwaukee
wasn't even close to being filled,
but I remember not even thinking
about that.
I was in a major league baseball park for the first time in my
life, and it didn't matter if the
only other person who was there
was my cousin George Ashby,
who had decided I needed to sec
a baseball game.
I'll always thank him for his
decision.
It was $2.50 to get a upper
deck general admission ticket,
but it all seemed worth it. I don't
remember who pitched for the
Brewers that night, but I remember that Hank Aaron was the
designated hiuer for the Brewers,
but the Twins won 3-2.
My next visit to County Stadium was a couple of years later.
During the off-season, the Brewers had added Sal Bando and
Larry 'Rifle 41a-the - free -igent
market. Bill Travers, a journeyman pitcher who would spend a
number of years with the Brewers, pitched and the Brewers
defeated the Twins this time,
with both Bando and Hisle hitting

MHS volunteers key to 'super start'

7,}
4

Dear Editor:
On Aug. 11-12, 1993, the Murray High School P.T.O. helped
make the self-scheduling a success. Their help, combined with the
cooperation of the student council, made it possible for over 95
percent of our students to select the classes they wanted to take.
The P.T.O. officers, made up of co-presidents Judy Krouse and
Vickie Jones, vice president Peggy Allgood and treasurer Randy
Johnson, organized 20 volunteers to help with this program. They
are: Genevieve Adams, Pat Weatherly, Sheila Grogan, Vicky Holton, Robbie Key, Pat McCarthy, Annette Haneline, Vickie Miller,
Ann Uddberg. Rebecca Cunningham, Nancy Trawick, Mary Gail
Johnson, Ann McKeel, Bobbie Weatherly, Mary Klaus, Janice
Schell, Debbie Shapla, Sue McNealy, Betty Brockway and Cheryl
Gressler.
Student council officers — president, Christopher Fuhrmann;
vice president. Maggie Snyder. secretary, Tory Holton; and treasurer, Carroll Lane Christopher — also organized over 20 volunteers
to help freshmen choose their classes in record time.
Murray High School is off to another super start due to the hard
work of. many of our parents and students. Their assistance and
cooperation is highly appreciated by the faculty and staff of Murray
High School. Thank you.
Bill Wells. principal
Murray High School

much money. And as you get older, you get more cynical about
the game. The prices are a lot
more than the $2.50 I paid years
ago.
But I still get a thrill very similar to the one I got when I was
nine each time I walk into a baseball park.
This weekend, I got to experience that same thrill, and the joy
George probably got watching me
those summers ago.
On Saturday,.I was with three
of my nephews who had never
been to a baseball game before.
I walked into Busch Stadium
-with my nephew Lee. We Were
sitting in the upper deck, but I
wanted him to get a closcup view
of what was going on, so we
walked around the infield. He
looked around like he was in
Disneyland.

GUEST COMMENTARY
Technology:

Bringing the future to our children

Share the Hope effort successful
Dear Editor
The Murray organization, Share the Hope, recently delivered
much-needed food, water and supplies to flood victims in Alexander County, Ill. Approximately three tons of food and water and
one ton of medical and cleaning supplies were donated by concerned citizens of Murray and Calloway County, as well as from
Paris, Tenn., Mayfield and Paducah. On behalf of the citizens of
Olive Branch, Ill., we express our sincere thanks to the following
businesses and organizations for their quick and generous response
in donating money and/or supplies. Please understand that the individuals who helped are far too many to mention here, but your help
will not be forgotten by those whose needs were so great after the
devastating flood of '93.
In Murray: Fraternal Order of Police, Hawaiian Tropic, Murray
Major Pharmaceutical Co., WKMS-FM, Kenlake Foods, Winchester Printing, Lighthouse Christian Mission, Southern States Co-op,
Storey's Food Giant, Murray Supply, Murray State University
Department of Housing, Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Peoples Bank
employees. W.A.T.C.H., Eastwood Kiddie Kollege, WSJP-WBLNWNBS, Hardee's, Murray Senior Citizens, Murray Professional
Secretaries, Murray Cablevision, I.G.A., St. Leo's Catholic Church,
Piggly Wiggly, Bethel & Brooks Chapel United Methodist Churches, Kirksey United Methodist Church, Glendale Church of Christ,
Grace Baptist Church, First Baptist Church, Bridles to Britches,
Murray Church of God, New Life Christian Center, American
Humanics Department at Murray State, Ryder Truck Inc., and
Pagliai's.
In Mayfield: Morgan Haugh Clinic, Second Christian Church,
Wal-Mart, Belinda Parrot, American Red Cross and Youngblood's
Grocery.
In Paducah: Hardee's, WKYQ, WPSD-TV and Joan Crittendon.
There were many other churches and groups who contributed,
however, did not sign the register, and we thank them, as well as
those from Tennessee, Indiana and Ohio who brought supplies.
A special thank you goes to the Murray National Guard Armory
for their tremendous efforts above and beyond the call of duty.
Without them this relief effort would not have been possible. Continue to support the Armory here for their invaluable service to the
community. Thanks to: Sgt. Danny Tidwell, Sgt. Herbert Sanders,
Amanda Vasquez, Richard Fearn, Sgt. James Garner, MaryAnn
Crowder, Phillip Rorer, Sgt. Jobe Marshall, Sgt. Tubbs, Sgt.
Smith, Sgt. Daniel Dillon and Ron England.
Please accept our apologies for any names mistakenly left out.
The second and final shipment was delivered Friday, Aug. 20.
Monetary contributions may be sent to the American Red Cross,
2610 Gerhardt, Cape Girardeau, Mo., 63701. Anyone who requires
a receipt for their previous donation should please contact Lynn
Rogers at 759-9673 or Wade Rogers at 759-9600, leave a message.
and a receipt will be mailed to you promptly. Again, thank you for
making this relief effort such a success!
Molly Rogers
Route 3, Box 399, Murray

home runs.
My father didn't like baseball,
so that's how George was the
first to take me to a game. I don't
see him very often now, but when
I am in his neck of the woods (up
around Rockford, Ill.), I try to
drop in. I owe him a lot, for giving me something that I enjoy so
much.
Going to a major league baseball game is something I just
love. Sitting in a ballpark, eating
a hot dog, watching baseball at
its best is intoxicating to me.
Since those summer evenings at
County Stadium, I've been to a
lot orballparts — renway Park,
Wrigley Field, old and new Comiskey, Riverfront Stadium, Busch
Stadium and a couple of minor
league parks. Watching a baseball
game is something special.
Yes, the players make too

We eventually ended up down
in the kftlield corner, which is a
good place to see Ozzie Smith
play shortstop (there is, of
course, no bad place to see Ozzie
Smith play shortstop). The Cardinals lost, and they lost again
when my wife and I went
Sunday.
But somehow, it didn't matter
to me as much as it does when
I'm listening to them or watching
them fall to the San Diego Padres
on television.
Flooding has devastated much
of the area which is filled with
supporters of the Cardinals, and
the nvcr was still up in St. Louis.
The river goes on, just like it has
for generations.
And so does baseball. Passed
on from father to son, and for me,
from cousin to a nephew.
And even though the Cardinals
are falling out of the pennant race
— baseball is still special. And
weekends like this past weekend
are still Speeiatio- me. --- The game continues. It is the
same game that George took me
to almost 20 years ago.
It is a game that I love -because it is a game that I can
share

By Dr. Thomas C. Boysen
Kentucky Commissioner of
Education
For most of us born before 1950,
computers — though we understand
some of their uses -- are still
slightly baffling. They're ancillary.
not integral, to our world.
While adults in my generation
have succeeded with limited understanding of computers, today's
elementary and secondary students
will have to master them. At work
and at home sophisticated electronic
technology will be as commonplace
as telephones. Their life success will
depend on their ability to apply
technology in their lives.
That vision of the 21st century
economy inspired the General Assembly to mandate a state-of-the-an
technology system for Kentucky
schools as pan of the 1990 reform
ac .
All of us involved in the planning
of the complex system have been
awaiting the day when the Kentucky
Education Technology System

(KETS) has a real impact in classrooms for students and teachers.
While full implementation may
require another five years, by next
June we expect the Kentucky Education Technology Fund to have
fueled the purchase of nearly S80
million dollars worth of equipment.
teaching software and administrative technology in schools.
In the meantime, this summer
more than 1,000 teachers have attended state workshops on the use of
technology for teaching.
Because of the strategies we have
deployed, we are obtaining Camry
quality at Yugo prices. By using
purchasing muscle to squeeze prices
down, more computers will reach
kids sooner than we anticipated.
When the current plan is fully
implemented, we will have computers in every school in Kentucky —
at least one for every six students
and another for every teacher. All
students will have the opportunity to
use computers regularly, regardless

of where they attend school.
While current benefits are enormous,they will grow geometrically as
new applications are developed,and
students, teachers and administrators learn to maximize them.
They fall primarily in these
categories: expanded student opportunities for learning, administrative efficiency and more effective
distribution of information.
With the best instructional software available statewide, teachers
will be able to individualize instruction to a greater extent than ever
before. Simultaneously, a teacher
can use one computer program to let
some students strengthen specific
reading or math skills while letting
other students explore vast national
libraries of information on subjects
once out of reach.
Record-keeping software will allow teachers to record attendance
and student progress in less time,
freeing them to work with students.
Administrative information will

flow among classrooms, schools,
district offices and state agencies
quickly and efficiently. State reports will be transmitted electronically, eliminating costly and duplicative key punching.
State agencies and universities
will provide all teachers quick.
simultaneous access to information
that now takes months to reach them
via conventional print-and-carry
systems.
The result will be what Fulton
County Superintendent Charles
Terrell, a leader in education technology, means when he says:
"When children come to school,
they should walk into the future, not
the past."
In bringing the future to Kentucky schools, KETS may be the
General Assembly's most visionary
investment in our children. Having
a generation of Kentuckians ready
for the electronic age will ensure
individual success and the state's
prosperity.

Higher ed reform unlikely soon
FRANKFORT — Little noticed
in all the recent commotion over
cuuing state spending this fiscal
year by more than $340 million was
Gov. Brercton Jones' request to
university presidents to come up
with ways of'restructuring Kentucky's system of higher education.
The idea, of course, is to save
money on the billion-dollar state
system of universities and community colleges. Jones spared
higher education in the latest round
of budget cuts, but the universities
were hit hard in previous cuts that
have become something of an annual ritual.
Those earlier budget cuts undoubtedly hurt on campuses across
the state, but they also forced university administrators to take a hard
look at their programs and weigh
their value in relation to costs in
times of steadily shrinking sources
of state money.
However,asking Kentucky's university presidents to come up with
serious plans for cutting costs and
restructuring higher education is
like asking problem thinkers to
suggest ways to rale e their alcohol
intake. You might get a dribble here
and a dram there, but don't expect
miracles of sudden. sobriety.
It's possible, of course, that the
year-in, year-out budget problems
university presidents have had to
contend with over the last decade
will sober them up to the extent that
thoughtful,substantive changes will
in
their
forth
come

........••••••••••••••1110
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recommendations.
On the other hand,history doesn't
give much reason for optimsm.
Kentucky is a state with a population of 3,685,0(k people, yet its
taxpayers support eight full universities and a system of two-year
community colleges located in just
about every city of any size. Three
of those full universities and one
community college are located
within a 50-mile radius of the state's
flagship institution, the University
of Kentucky.
The taxpayers finance three complete law schools, tv-o medical
schools and two dental schools.

Indeed, if Jones wants to be truly
innovative in reforming health care
and cutting health and higher education costs, he would seek to shut the
doors on two law schools and one
medical and dental school.
That's not going to happen any
more than the committee of university presidents is going to see the
incredible waste of duplicating all
those professional schools.
The core of the problem is in the
system itself. Unlike most other
states where a single governing
board administers the system, each
university in Kentucky is autonomous, with its own board of trustees

or regents appointed by the governor and approved by the Senate.
Even though those appointments
now are far less the political plums
they once were, the separate governing boards and the administrators they then hire look out only for
the interests ofplie individual institution and not the well being of the
system as a whole.
That parochialism at the top may
weli explain the fact that, in the last
decade, not one of the eight univer!Ales has avoided turmoil in some
e .!gree, either within its governing
board or its presidency.
Admittedly. the state Council on
Higher Education is an attempt to
bring a degree of coordination and
control over the unwieldly system.
The council has made good progress
in reining in the empire-building
that went on among the universities
for decades and it has forced the
separate institutions to define themselves and their place within the
overall system.
But those mission statements for
each university tend to be vague at
best. The council can't even get rid
of one of the two dental schools.
So it's just not realistic to expect
anything major to come forth from
Jones' committee dominated by the
university presidents. Perhaps one
day, when the money flow from
Frankfort dries up and parents rebel
against ever-higher tuition, the entire system can be reformed.
It's just not going to happen this
year. Or next year either.
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Registration
for soccer will
be at the park

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today editor

NOTICE
After winning the bat
tie with heart surgery (3
By-Passes) and Hand
Surgery(Carpal Tunnel).
conbecome
have
vinced that it is possible
to die of boredom and so
I have re-opened LUCUS
SHOE REPAIR SHOP lhe
shop will be open every
afternoon from I p n) tii 5
p m. Monday through
Friday
SO. if you have shoes to
be repaired. Or you Just
want someone to chat
with, come on in!

Murray-Calloway County Soccer Fall 1993 registration will be
Saturday. Aug. 28, from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m., Sunday, Aug. 29, from
2 to 4 p.m., and Tuesday, Aug.
31, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the park
office on Payne Street.
Registration can also be made
from Monday, Aug. 30, through
Friday, Sept. 3. from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at the Park office. This is
open for both boys and girls that
will be between the ages of 6 and
14 by Aug. 1, 1993. Younger participants will require a parent to
assist as a coach.
Cost will be S30 for the first
child in a family. 520 for the second, and $10 each for any additional children.
Any soccer equipment belonging to MCCSA can he brought to
registration or turned into
1- 1)ennison-Hunt Sporting Goods.

First Place at Poplar Spring
Poplar Spnng Baptist Church will sponsor "First Place," a
unique Christ-centered health program that applies Chnstian pnnciples to personal fitness. Based on biblical insights and the latest
nutritional information, the program utilizes the benefits of the
support-group process. If you wish to be a part of the program, you
must attend an orientation meeting on Thursday, Aug. 26. at 7 p.m.
at Poplar Spring Church. The first class will begin Thursday, Sept.
9, at 6:45 p.m. The cost will be S75 and can be paid in installments
dunng the 13-week period which includes First Place notebook.
Bible study materials, recipe book, journal, and one dining out field
trip. For more information call 436-2719.

MSU Women's Society plans event
MSU Women's Society will sponsor its annual Newcomers Coffee on Sunday, Aug. 29, from 2 to 5 p.m. at the Faculty Club on
North 14th Street, across from Racer Arena. All women new to
campus as well as past and present members are invited to attend.
Far more information or rides, call 753-6625 or 75325

Jock Jones

LUCUS SHOE REPAIR
too North 5th Street

SUBSCRIBE

Bethany Open House on Saturday

Rev. David Cunningham, pastor, invites the public to attend.

Hooper Cemetery meeting Saturday
The annual meeting and cleaning of Hooper Cemetery will be
Saturday. Aug. 28. starting at 8 a.m. The cemetery is located off
Highway 732 east of Murray. For information call 436-5823.

Beauty Pageant on Sunday
The Back-To-School With Barney Beauty Pageant will be Sunday, Aug. 29, at 2 p.m. at Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University. This will be casual sportswear only dress and is for children.
ages 0 to 12. To pre-register call 1-901-642-0906 from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.

Hospital Retirees will meet Monday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Monday, Aug. 30, at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
This is a monthly social event for all those retirees and former
employees. For information call Nancy McClure at 492-864(1 or
Lottie Brandon at 753-3517.

Brooks Chapel plans special service
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church Women will have a
special candle burning ceremony at the 11 a.m. service on Sunday.
Aug. 29. Recognized at the service will be 32 persons who will not
be announced until Sunday. All church members and visitors are
invited to attend.

Republican's will meet Mondarer
Murray-Calloway County Republicans will meet Monday, Aug.
30, at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's Restaurant. Homer Bullard, Calloway
County chairman, urges all interested persons to attend.

Oak Grove will hear Rev. Bagwell
Oak Grove Baptist Church will hear the Rev. Joe Bagwell, former pastor, at the fifth Sunday service at 11 a.m. on Aug. 29. A
basket lunch will be served at noon followed by a gospel singing
featuring The Lighthouse Quartet and !other local groups. The Rev.
H.D. Hudson, interim pastor, invites the public to attend.

District VFW meeting Sunday
First District Veterans of Foreign Wars and Ladies' Auxiliary
will hold their fall meeting on Sunday, Aug. 29, at 2 p.m. at Denver Hudgens Post 5409 at Bardwell. Lunch will be served at 1 p.m.
VFW and Auxiliary are national organizations dedicated to promoting Americanism. All members are welcome. Guests will be State
Surgeon Kenny Krebs and Department Preisdnt Lynda Knight.

McGruder's will sing Saturday
The Christian Fellowship Church on U.S. Highway 68 at Briensburg will host the McGruder's in a gospel singing concert on Saturday, Aug. 28, at 7 p.m. A nursery will be provided. The public is
invited to attend.

Literacy Program seeks volunteers
The Adult Literacy Program is seeking volunteer tutors to help
adults interested in improving their reading skills. Opportunities)
also exist for those interested in teaching English as a second language. For further information contact Donna McCoy, Coordinator,
Calloway County Adult Literacy Program, MSU Learning Center,
Lowry Building, phone 762-2666 or 759-1006.

Mr. and Mrs. John Darren Hooper
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Pritchett-Hooper vows
solemnized at church
Yvonna Jean Pritchett of Rt. 3, Benton, and John Darren Hooper of
1610 Catalina Dr., Murray. were married on Saturday, May 29. at I
p.m. at Memorial Baptist Church, Murray.
The bnde is the daughter of Mrs. Maurita Jones of Rt. 3, Benton,
and Jerry Pritchett of Paducah. The groom is the son of M!. and Mrs.
James Hooper of 1615 Kirkwood Dr., Murray.
The Rev. Ricky Cunningham officiated at the ceremony. Music was
by Lisa Lewis of Rosiclarc, Ill., pianist and soloist.
Escorted by her brother, Tracy Pritchett, she wore a gown of candlelight satin and lace covered with pearls and sequins. The straight
sheath dress was designed with off-the-shoulder shawl collar adorned
with lace appliques with pearls and sequins, and long sleeves. Her
detachable chapel length train was adorned like her collar. Her waistlength beaded veil was held with an ornament around, her head.
For something old she carried her great-grandmother's handkerchief: something new was her dress: something txmowed was pearl
and rhinestone earrings from Abbe Marshall of Brentwood, Tenn.; and
something blue was a garter. She carried a bridal bouquet of two yellow throated orchids surrounded by yellow roses, tulle, ivy, beads and
ribbon.
Susanna Crowell of Paducah was maid of honor. Bridesmaids were
Chnsta Walker of Grand Rivers and Debbie Templeton of Murray.
They wore double breasted long sleeve jackets and tea-length straight
skirts. Each one carried an arm bouquet of three yellow roses with
yellow ribbon, tulle, greenery and baby's breath.
The flower girl Was Mallory Miller, cousin of the bride. She wore a
candlelight dress fashioned similar to the bride and carried one yellow
11)Se.
The groom wore a black full dress tuxedo with black tie and vest
and candlelight shirt with black button covers. He had a yellow rose
boutonniere.
James Hooper, father of the groom, was best man. Groomsmen
were Ronnie Pace of Knoxville, Tenn., and Victor Marshall of Brentwood, Tenn. Ushers were Nick Swift of Goodlettsville, Tenn., and
Monty Ray of Murray. Shawn Miller, cousin of the bnde, was
ringbearer.
They all wore black tuxedoes and had yellow rose boutonnieres.
A reception followed in the church fellowship hall. Serving were
Lisa Jackson, cousin of the bride, and Lucretia Thompson.
The bride, a graduate of Calloway County High School, received
her degree in Elementary Education from Murray State University.
The groom, a graduate of Murray High School, received his degree in
Business from Murray State University.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Hooper are residing at 1610 Catalina Dr.,
Murray.
A rehearsal dinner, hosted by the groom's parents, was held at University Branch of Bank of Murray.

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday & Friday 9-8,
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
No Apporritmeor Necessary Cal 759 9811

When the subject is looking
great, you can't fail with
JCPenney Styling Salon. Go
back to school with a great
new haircut and look smarter
than ever.
For the salon nearest you,
call 1-800-542-5565.

A WHOLE NEW LOOK

Small business workshop on Saturday
SCORE (Service Corps of
Retired Executives) and the
Purchase Area Development District will co-sponsor a small business workshop on "How to Prepare A Business Plan" at the
PADD office at Mayfield on
Saturday. Aug. 28, from 8:30
a.m. to 1 p.m.
Persons will learn how to out-

Bogard reunion planned Saturday
The annual. Bogard family reunion will be Saturday. Aug. 28.
This will be in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples
Bank. A potluck meal will be served at noon. All family members
and friends are invited.

line and write out a plan for a
small busiress. Included will be
tax information, zoning, business
permits, women in business and
future in exporting.
Anyone interested in starting
or expanding a business is invited
to attend the free workshop. For a
registration form call 1-362-4376
or 1-247-7171.

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
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"Where your ideas turn to gold.'
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759-1141

Dixieland Center
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Art Guild open during week
Murray Art Guild is open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Friday and from 6 to 9 p.m. on Thursday. Patricia
Clark, president, urges all interested persons to visit the Guild at
103 North Sixth St., Murray, during these hours.

Stock Reduction Sale
Round the Clock &
Givinchey Panty Hose
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* 10% Discount

On Coutt Square
In Murray

Form Fit Panties
Limited Quantity of
Healthtex Infant Wear

1/2
Framing and Matting Service
753-7201

is, acrylics, pastds, watercoiors
purer, linadws, 'totem's
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1/2 Price
$1.25 Pr.

Stockings

with valid
MSU ID.
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Nationally Advertised Authentic Brown

Leather Bomber Jackets

79.99

Off

Southside Shopping Center
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Bethany Baptist Church will have open house at its church and
-28, from 2 to 4 p.m. p.m. The church
parsonage on Saturday, Aug.
and parsonage are located on old school road at New Concord, The

A
•.
•
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Reg. 129.99

Fashion color Bomber Jackets priced slightly higher.
Junior & Misses sizes.
Central Shopping Center • Murray
Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun.1-5 753-7991
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Balloons will
be featured
As many u 50,000 people are
expected to view an assortment
of balloons from across the
nation during the 2nd Annul Hot
Air Balloon Festival, Aug. 26-29.
The tourist organization, Kentucky's Western Waterland, is
sponsoring the festival. Bob Maxwell, executive director of KWW,
said "it's a fundraiser for us. The
Festival promotes tourism in
Western Kentuc,ty and attracts
people to our area. It also gives
the local people something to do.
It's a slow time of the year
between the time school starts
and Labor Day."
Activities began with a Media
flight at 5:30 p.m. Thursday at
Kentucky Oaks Mall, Paducah.
The public may view the balloons
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. There will
be a mini-balloon glow downtown, as well as a Pilot Reception
begining at 9 p.m. at Paducah.
On Friday at 6:45 a.m., there
will be a Media/VIP flight at
Kentucky Dam Airport, Gilbertsvoile. Pilots will register from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. Then the first competitive flight of the vent
Launches at 5:30 p.m. from Marshall County High School. At
7:30 p.m. a Pilot/Sponsor party
will be at Kentucky Dam Village
Activities Center.
The second competitive flight
begins Saturday at 6:45 a.m. at
Lee Jones Park, Eddyville, and
the third on Sunday at 6:45 a.m.
at Kentucky Dam Airport. At
sunset, the balloon fly-over
begins in Eddyville. From 6:30 to
9 p.m. the balloon glow will be at
West Kentucky Facotry Outlets
Mall.
The event will feature over 40
balloons and all related events
are free. For more information
call KWW at 1-928-4411.

CAINI

SUNNY DELIGHT

Meetings planned
Alcoholics Anonymous and AlAnon are both active groups in
the Murray and Calloway County
area.
AA (Alcoholics Anonymous)
meets every day of the week
except Thursday.
These meetings are held at the
American Legion Building at
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
An "open" meeting means that
a person who has loved one or
has a possible problem with alcohol may attend, but they should
call one of the phone numbers
and they will help them make
plans to attend. This is helpful to
members and newcomers alike. A
"closed" meeting is for alcoholics
only.
The meeting schedule is as
follows:
Monday - 8 p.m. - closed and
discussion meeting.
Tuesday - 8 p.m.
open
meeting.
11 a.m. - open
Wednesday
discussion.
Friday - 8 p.m. - open to
newcomers.
Saturday - 8 p.m. - open meeting and also for Al-Anon for men
and women with alcoholic problems in family.
Sunday - 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. closed meetings.
For more information about
AA and Al-Anon, call 753-8136,
or 435-4314.
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Cook-Vinson
reunion is at
Hazel Center
By GENEVA R. GROSS
Guest Writer
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The fourth year for the Cook.
Vinson reunion has again come
and gone. My how the years fly
by. It was again at the Communi
ty Center at Hazel.
Again some came hundreds of
miles for this extra large dinner
and some good Tennessee and
Kentucky home cooking. And
once again we had more than
enough to feed many, many more
people.
This year we had some new
guests from the Benjamin and
Elizabeth Downs family line.
They were Dr. James E. Hamilton
and Prcilla all the way down
from South Dakota. Also Polly
Raines. Jean and Clete Bulach
from Murray, and Lorene Rodgers also from the Downs family
line.
Grace before the meal this year
was given by Jesse Rose. grandson of Frank and Sally Thomas
Cook and son of William and
Thelma Cook Rose.
Among those attending were
the following:
Rena Dill Solomon, Thelma
Dill McDougal, Gene Barrow,
Ida Lorene Vinson, Clinton and
Edna Barrow, Cotic Watson,
Grace Barrow Morgan, Tilghman
and Jessie Barrow, Lofton and
Bernice Thomas, Cathy and Paul
Griffin;
From the late James Cook line
were Cagcr Nolcs and Mr. and
Mrs. William Nolcs:
From the late Mary Jane Cook
Futrell line were Trcva Futrell
Anderson, Elva Futrell Coleman.
Juanita Futrell Cohoon, Wilma
Futrell Sims and husband, Joe,
and Jewelle Watson;
From the late Joe Lee Cook
line were Marion Cook, wife of
the late Wayne Cook;
From the late Frank Cook line
were Jesse and Ann Rose, Charles and Geneva Rose Gross,
Ralph and Linda Cook. Edwards,
James and Cindy Eldridge and
children, Margaret Nunn Cook,
wife of the late Carter Cook, and
Betty and Julie Swearinger.
We especially missed Martha
Thomas Sykes, Edgar and Lois
Cook Barrow, and Goldie Barrow. We especially thank Murray
Ledger & Times at Murray and
Stewart county News at Dover,
Tenn., for publicizing the
reunion.
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American Host families are
being sought for high school students from Western and Eastern
Europe, Asia, South America and
Australia for the 1993-94 school
year in a program sponsored by
the American Intercultural Student Exchange (ABE).
These exceptional students,
ages 15 through 18, w..I arrive in
the United 'States in August,
attend a local high school, and
return to their home countries in
June of 1994.
The students, all fluent in
English, have been carefully
screened by the local represeetives in their home countries, old
have their own medical insurance
and spending money.
Host families participating in
this program may deduct S50 per
month for income tax purposes.
For a free brochure call
1-800-SIBLING.
AISE is a non-profit tax
exempt organization dedicated to
fostering international
understanding.
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Host families
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We are pleased to announce that Christina Vittitow,
bride-elect of Rob O'Bryan,
has selected her bedding and
bath accessories Through our
bridal registry.
Christina and Rob will be
married September 18, 1993.

JCPenney
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Carter reunion held
By HELEN TIDWELL
Guest Writer
The descendants and friends of
the late Elidge and Ada Carter
met at the Farmington community
house on Saturday. July 24. for a
day of food and fellowship.
Attending from Mayfield and
Mrotield routes were J.T. and
Helen Tidwell, James Elmo Carter. Dorothy Guthrie, Jerry and
Phihis Carter. Christy Heath,
James and Ann Cooper. Charles
and Diana Tipton, Eddie and
Tammy Owen, Ray and Melissa.
Steven and Rebekah Elkins, Hassel Lamb, Lula Mae May. Karen
Hardison and Landon, Ruth and
Terrell Hayden, Mark and Penny.
Natilie and Scott Hayden, Myrtle
Byrd, Lucille Haneline, Charlotte
Parker, Rodney, Jana and Garth
lidv.ell, Heather Tidwell.
From Murray were Mandy Carter, Carl and Anna Hoke, Bob
and Dot BazzeII, Elizabeth Haneline, Manon Cude, Dickie Jo,
Tammy and Kala Seavers, Irene
Caner and Tonya and Andrew
Pratt, Carolyn Sheridan, Rita

Allen, Harold and Veronica Elkins, and Ernie Sheridan.
Also attending were the
following:
Talmadge and Ruth Agnes
Riley, Darlene Miller, Dennis.
Nancy and Bryan Riley and Marianna Douglas. Benton; Charles
Lamb, Farmington; Bill and
Barbra Whitlow, Donna, Mike
and Jacob Cash, and Leigh and
Taylor Crissell. Lone Oak; Larry
and Susan caner, Rod, Jill, Natalie and Luke Snyder, Sally Carter
and Chris Bids, Indiana; Chris
Hayden, Oklahoma;
Clyde and Roxanne Carter,
Honda; Alton and Beuy Hargrove, Phoenix, Ariz.; Art, Kathy
and Robert Walters. Hazel Oryl
and their friend, Warren. Reading, Pa.; James D. and Betty Carter, Warren. Mich.; Katherine
Palmer, Teresa, Stephanie and
Jessica Tipinta, Casey and Lynn
Carter, and Joe, Jason, Sheryl and
Gary Palmer, Michigan.
Plans were made for next
year's reunion to be held the
fourth Saturday in July in 1994.
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Murrayans at meeting
Mr. and Mrs. John David Mays

Greenfield-Mays vows
are said at Bnensburg

TODAY
1:iir

Helen Stiffen, left, and Kathie Rowing, both of Alpha Mu Chapter of
Epsilon Sigma Alpha international Sorority, we pictured at the general
assent* of ESA notional convention at Jaycee Convention Center at
Scottsdale, AIX

.1

We Are Moving...
to
1608 N. 121
(Next to Arloratt Photography)

Cut-Ups
Hair Salon

759-1100

Charloue Ann Greenfield and John David Mays were married
Saturday, May 29, at Briensburg Church of Christ
—fedRusie was taped saxJohn A. MaysJither of the groom, officia
ophone selections by Kenny G.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl W. Greenfield of
Benton. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Turner and
Mrs. Mildred Greenfield, all of Benton, and of the late Carl Greenfield; and the great-granddaughter of Mrs. Mary B. Cunningham of
Mayfield.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John A. Mays of Sharpe. He
is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. H.T. Mays Sr. and the late
Mr. and Mrs. W.O. Griffin.
The bride chose her sister, Mrs. Michelle Smothers, as matron of
honor. Bridesmaid was Miss De Anna Kenady. Flower girls were
Eden Davis and Jasmine Davis, daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Danny
Davis.
The groom chose his brother, Darren Mays, as best man. Phillip
Castleberry was groomsman. David Droke and Randall Evans served
as ushers and candle lighters.
The guest book attendant was Miss Cindy Cothran. Miss Heather
Turner, cousin of the bride, distributed wedding programs and bird
seed bags.
The wedding director was Mrs. Ruth Brown.
A reception followed in the church fellowship hall. .
Servers were Miss Cindy Cothran, Mrs. Gail Dyke, Mrs. Rhonda
Mays, sister-in-law of the groom, and Miss Jennifer Turner and Miss
Melanie Turner, cousins of the bnde.
The bride is a 1991 graduate of Marshall County High School and
attends Murray State University where she is majoring in Early Childhood Development. She .is employed by Kids /Care of Draffenville.
The groom is a 1990 graduate of Marshall County High School and
attended Murray State University. He is currently contracting his services to Allied Signal Chemicals of Metropolis, Ill., and is a pursuing
a degree as a Certified Novell Engineer.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Mays are residing on Rt. 8, Benton.

Every Friday at 7 p.m.
/12,100 Letter H Jackpot!!!
• 14 Games

- $101) Each
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• $600 Jackpot
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Wednesday, Aug. 25
Overeateri4
s'ed
A7ou
sdya'
mYortAs/u52.15pm./Ellis
25
Cornm un it) Center.
Singles Organizatioaai Society (SOS)/6
p.m for dance lessons/Chamber of Commerce Info/Jeanne. 753-0224, or Linda.
2r
rdp m
4B0
37-4414
South Pleasant Grose United Methodist
Church events include Administrative
Grace Baptist Church events include
King's Kids, Kid's Klub:, Bible ExploSIM, Adult Bible Study/7 p.m.. Weekly
Workers' meeting/8 pm
University Church of Christ events
include Bible Classes/7 pm
New Life Christian Center/prayer and
praise/7 pm
Oak Grove Baptist Church/prayer meeting, RAs and GAs/6 30 pm

.•116.

$2"

tion. This was when each state
president got up at dawn and took
a bus trip to the golf course near
the grounds where state presidents assisted the golfers and
pros. It was called the "Drive for
the Dream." Kentucky chapters
alone raised over 567,000 this
year.
Also the chapters in the United
States and Australia helped with
the Easter Seal Drive. Chapters
also support local needs in their
cities and states.
Hats for Hope (for the homeless) is another project again this
year for ESA members. Thousands were made and distributed
to the needy last year. Hats from
Alpha Mu Chapter again this year
will be turned over to Need Line.
The awards luncheon, "Cherry
Blossom Jubilee Luncheon," was
an exciting time for Kentucky.
The Membership Growth Award,
Greatest Growth by Number,
found Kentucky receiving the
second place award with a
growth of 26 members. Kentucky
also won a second for Greatest
Growth of Members by Number.
An honorable mention was
won by Kentucky for the Largest
Individual Event, Delta Tau
$13901 Chapter, Louisville. Kentucky won third place for the
State Philanthropic Award, the
greatest dolalrs per member.
Helen Steffen, publicity chairman
or Alpha Mu, Murray, won second place for the Publicity/Public
Relations Award.

CALENDAR

B•I•N•G•0
Spon.ored by Murray Shrine Club

Kathie Fleming, president of
the Kentucky State Council of
Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority, represented her state
at the 46th International Convention, July 11-18, at MartiOtt'S
Camelback Inn, Scottsdale, Ariz.
She was accompanied by her
mother, Helen Steffen, publicity
director of the council. Fleming
-was a white-gloved participant in
the opening flag ceremonies carrying the Kentucky flag.
Others present from Kentucky
were Nancy Foster. first vice
president/president-elect. Thelma
Waggoner, past president, Kentucky State Council (a teller at
convention); Virginia Thompson,
Bertha Warner, Betty Alder and
Shirley Naylor, all past state
presidents; and Ruth Stewart.
Mary Frost, International
Council president, welcomed
each member to Scottsdale and a
week of "Desert Reflections."
Terre Thomas, second daughter
of the late Danny Thomas, founder of St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital at Memphis,
Tenn., was present to share in the
good news of success stories of
Danny's children and the great
amount raised this year by all
ESA sororities in the nation and
in Australia. She continues to be
actively involved in helping to
raise funds for the benefit of the
hospital.
In addition to the funds already
ton ibuted to St. Jude, another
S50,000 had been added to the
total announced at the conven-

GETS YOU THE BEST
BREAKFAST IN TOWN...

Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-Week Bible Studyr7 pm.
Westside Baptist Church events include
Adult Bible Study, Youth Group activities, children and mission organizationsP
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Youth and Mission Groups/7 pm, Sanctuary Choir/S pm.
Bible Classes/7 p m /Glendale Road
Church of Chnst.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6 30
p.m.
Thursday, Aug. 26
Murray City Council/7.30 p.m /City
Hall.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Humane Society of Calloway County/7
p.m./Calloway County Public Library.
Single Too/6:15 p.m./.1CPenney parking
lot to go to &lest's and to Kerilake Park
for watermelon. Info/Wynnona. 753-7845.
or Joe, 1-527-9177.
"Hamlet" production/8 p.m./Playhouse
in the Park. Info/759-1752.
Hazel Center open/I0 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.

Thursday, Aug. 26
Weaks Center open/8 a m.-2 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities. Francie Ray
speak on YMCA/10 a.m.
Compassoteiate Frieridsf7:30 p.m /board
room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital Info/498-8324 or 762-1274.
TOPS 1469 Chapter/6 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Pubhc Library
Christian Singles Group/7 p.m./at 800
North 20th St , Murray. Info/Joan,
759-1145, or Richard. 759-9994.
Calloway County High School Boys and
Girls Scorer teams host St. Mary's/5 p.m.
Murray High School events include Golf
Team hosts MCHS/3 15 p.m. and Girls
Soccer Tarn hosts Madisonville/6 p.m.
Young In Hearts Class/10'30
a m /Gler)dale Road Church of Christ
SL Leo Catholic Church events include
Legion of Mary/9 a m
Singles Friendship of Paris, Teua./7.30
pm /Farm Bureau Building. Paris Info/
Kennith Broach. 753-3580
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m /Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Chapter SO of Disabled American Veterans and Auxiliary/7 p.m./Legion Hall.

Thursday, Aug. 26
Breutfeediug Class/l-3 p.m./Calloway
County Health Center. Info/753-3381.
Murray Middle School Informational
meeting for parents of sixth grade students interested in band/7 p.m./bandroom.
Info/Beth Stribling, 753-5125.
MSU Racer Athletic Association annual
business meeting and football kickoff
with Coach Houston Nutt/5:30
p.m./Pagliai's Restaurant. Public invited.
Murray Kiwauis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Murray Rotary Club/noon/Seven Seas
Restaurant.
SL Leo Catholk Church events include
Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.
Wratlier West Kentucky Museum/open/
830 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4.30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes events include
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m..
Food Preservation depending on garden
yields/Homeplace; Planetarium Show/II
cm., I. 2 and 3 p.m./Visitor Center; Deer
Up aose/I0 a.m.. Snakes and Turtles/I
p.m., Eagles Up Close/2 p.m.. Red
Wolves/3 p.m./Nature Center.
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Friday & Saturday
7 p.m.
Sunday Worship
11 a.m.
6:30 p.m.

$299

Rev. Eddie Jones
from Booneville, MS

Special Singing

•m
Monday-FrIday 1 99 6 am
Saturday it Sunday '529 6 a m -2 pm

—Everyone Welcome—
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Breakfast & Fruit Bar
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Calvary Temple Pentecostal
Church of God

Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, KY
753-9257

Hwy. 641 South

•
We are pleased to announce
that Christina Vittitow, brideelect of Rob OBryan, has made
her domestic and household
selections through our bridal
registry.
Christina and Rob will be
married September 18, 1993.

WAL-NIART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
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Maria Machele Crawford and
Ray Li/ton Dunn Jr. to marry

Christina Lee Vittitow,
fiancee of Gary Robert °Bryan

Jennifer Lea Rushing and
Glen Alan Harris to marry

Crawford-Dunn vows Vittitow-O'Bryan vows Rushing-Harris weddin
to be said on Oct. 16 to be said on Sept. 18 vows to be said Sept. 4

the United
elped with

Mr. and Mrs. Clay Crawford of Ripley. Miss., announce the
engagement and forthcoming mamage of their daughter, Mana
Machele Crawford, to Ray Lilton Dunn Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
L. Dunn of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bowden
Gnsham and Mrs. Mactta Crawford and the late Murry Crawford, all
of Ripley, Tenn.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Grogan,
the late Rudy Dunn, and Mrs. Myra Crabtree and the late Raymond
Crabtree, all of Murray.
Miss Crawford is a 1989 graduate of Ripley High School. She
attended Freed-Hardeman University, Henderson, Tenn., where she
received a Bachelor of Business Administration with a concentration
in Finance. She is currently employed at Greg Barkley State Farm
Insurance Agency, Ripley.
Mr. Dunn is a 1988 graduate of Calloway County High School and
a 1992 graduate of Freed-Hardman University with a degree in
Accounting. He is currently employed at Eaton. Babb and Smith,
Public Accountants, and WKDZ Radio, both at Ripley.
The wedding will be Saturday. Oct. 16, at 2 p.m. at Beech Hill
Church of Chnst, Ripley. A reception will follow at the Pine Hill Golf
and Country Club.
No local invitations are being sent. All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding and the reception.
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Christina Lee Vittitow and Gary Robert (Rob) OBt)an announce
their engagement and approaching marriage.
The wedding will be Saturday, Sept. 18, at 6:45 p in. at RiverPark
Center, 101 Daviess St., Owensboro. A reception and dance will follow on the balcony landing.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding, reception
and celebration.
Ms. Vittitow is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert K Villainy of
Owensboro. Mr. O'Bryan is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Gary P. 0'Bryan.
also of Owensboro.
The bnde-elect is a 1984 graduate of Davies% Count High School
and a 1988 graduate of Murray State University where she graduated
summa cum laude with a Bachelor of Science depoc tn business Ind
received an Honors Diploma. She completed the Cendied Financial
Planning Curriculum of the College of Financial Planning. Denver,
Colo., and currently is a financial services representatise at laylor &
Associates, Owensboro. She resided at the home of Mildred Horn
while in school at Murray State.
The groom-elect is a 1982 graduate ol Davies% County High
School. He has his Bachelor of Science degree in Computer Science
from Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, and his %Laster ol
Science degree in Computer Science from Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Md. He is a computer analyst for the Department ol
Dew fense.

Mr. and Mrs. John Rushing of Bernie, Mo., announce ii
approaching marriage of their daughter, Jennifer Lea Rushing, to tilc
Alan Harris. son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Harris of Benton.
Miss Rushing is a 1988 graduate of Bernie High School and a l99.
graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor ol Scienct
degree in Elementary Education.
Mr. Harris is a NM)graduate of Marshall County High School. lic
is a self-employed farmer and is currently attending Murray Skit(
University.
The wedding will he Saturday. Sept. 4, at 2 tf.-m. at First Baptist
Church, Bernie; Mo.
A reception will follow at the church fellowship hall.
No formal invitations will be sent. All relatives:anti .friends are
invited to attend the wedding and the reception.
-

•

HOSPITAL REPORT
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at M urra y-Ca!Iowa y
County Hospital for Monday,
Aug. 23, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Bolts baby girl. parents, Jimmy and
Brad, RI 1 Box 254 Gilbertsville.
Marcella baby girl. parents, Amana
and Tony. RI 5. Box 371C, Paris.
Tenn
Dismissals

Martha F Murray and baby
girl; RI 5. Box 795 Murray, Alfred
Matheny. RI 1 Box 1E, Almo, Melvin
D. Diggs, 604 N Brewer, Paris. Tenn
Ms Trove Johnson, 2007 Gatesborough, Murray, William Ted Lawson.
1002 Glendale, Murray. Mrs Melva
Loveridge, 909 Olive Si, Murray.
Mrs Nadine J Schroader. RI 1,
Box 690, Dexter, Mrs Irma Jean
Bland 1710 Keenland, Murray, Geoffrey C McMaster. RI - 1. Box 168.
Puryear Tenn ,
Ms Lorene Dora Madrey, At 5. Box
8184, Murray, Ms Sarah L Broughton,
1615 Cardinal, Murray, Ms Rosetta
Burkeen, At s3 Box 366, Murray.
Donald Edwards, 1307 Vine St •
Murray. Dwain Bennett, At 1, Box
172A, Almo, Henry T West, RI 1. Box
350, Murray.
WS

26
).m./Calloway
D/'753-3381,
Informational
th grade mum./bandroom
25.
6ation annual
Abell kickoff
Nutt/5:30
Public invited.
pm /Sirloin

PETS OF THE WEEK — These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street otT South I•ourth
Street, operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Max." a four months old I errier; -Delilah." a
spayed female Shorthaired Patched Tabby (litter mate to Samson); "Samson," a neutered male Shorthaired Red I ahh; -Rulhie." an
adult female Rottweiler. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are I to 4:45 p.m.
Monday, Thursday and Friday, 1 to 6:15 p.m. Tuesday, 1 to 4:30 p.m. Saturday, and closed Sunday. Humane Society is a t niled %%ay
agency. For information call 759-4141.
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announces the opening of his new
family practice in Marshall County.

.C1.

• Complete Family Health and
Preventive Health Care
• Physicals
• Assignment accepted, Medicare,
Medicaid, Blue Cross/Blue Shield
of Kentucky
• Admitting privileges Marshall
County Hospital
• Hours: 8:30-5:30 Mon.-Wed. & Friday
aRI101011Ce

Stilley Building
Suite A
George McClain Drive
Benton, KY
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Tennessee's First Choice
In Eye Care Offers
Free Eye Screenings.
Tired of glasses or contacts!
If you're nearsighted or have astigmatism,
come to our FREE screening to see if
you're a candidate for radial keratotomy.

RK
SEMINAR
Thursday, August 26, 1993
6:00 p.m.

If yoti're 55 or older and your vision is
Jim or blurred, you may have cataracts.
(:lune to our

FREE cataract screcnit w

to find out for sure.

CATARACT
SCREENING*
Thursday, August 26, 1993
2:00-4:00 p.m.

400 Hospita! Circle - Paris TN.
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Killer executed in Florida
STARKE, Fla. (AP) — An
unrepentant five-ume killer who
begged the governor to sign his
death warrant — and sent him a
thank-you note for obliging —
was executed in the electric chair
at daybreak today.
Michael Alan Durocher, 33,
went to his death after the U.S.
Supreme Court on Tuesday
rejected two appeals filed over
his objections.
In the death chamber, he
smirked at some of the witnesses
and made no final statement. He
was pronounced dead about 7:15
a.m., becoming the 32nd man to
be sent to the chair in Florida
since the state resumed capital
punishment in 1979.
Opponents of the death penalty
decried the speed with which

Durocher arrived at his execution
day. He was sentenced in 1991.
But others cited his own desire
not to delay.
"The reaction has been, 'If he
wants to die, let him go ahead
and do that."' said Susan Cary, a
lawyer who has represented death
row inmates. "We wouldn't do
that if he was holding a gun in
his hand."
Durocher went to his death for
the 1983 murders of his 6-monthold son, Joshua; his girlfriend,
Grace Reed; and her 5-year-old
daughter, Candice. The bodies
were not discovered until 1990.
In one of his letters to Gov.
Lawton Chiles, Durocher said
Reed lied about Joshua being
their child and "that made her a
nuisance, one that needed to be

'DOUBLEWIDE SPECIAL'

eliminated." He shot her and the
5-year-old in the back and
stabbed the baby.
He was also under a death sentence for the shotgun slaying of a
man during a 1986 robbery and
was serving a life sentence for
bludgeoning a roommate to death
two years later.
Durocher wrote the governor
that he is a "believer in capital
punishment, and I respectfully
request that justice now be
served." And when Chiles signed
the death warrant in May, Durocher wrote a thank-you note.
Florida's Supreme Court ruled
earlier this month that Durocher
had the right to waive all appeals
and said a state agency that represents death-row inmates had no
right to represent him.
Nevertheless, the agency's
lawyers filed late-hour appeals,
claiming the U.S. Supreme Court
had never ruled on what steps
states must take to protect condemned prisoners who want to
waive their appeals.
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Episcopal Church
meets to discuss
falling membership
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See Our
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• 14 Single
Wides
• 16 Single
Wides

Prices Include:
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Shingle Root, Vinyl Siding, 3 Ton
Central AC, Concrete Footers,
Garden Tub, Ceiling Fan, Storm
Windows, Deliver/Set-Up, Upgrade Insulation, Storm Door

See Our
Selection
• Double I —
Wdes
• Triple
Wides

KEITH BAKER k
HOMES9 INC.
Open 7 Days a Week; M-F 8-7, Sat 8-6: Sun. 1-5
(901) 644-0012 Hwy 79E, Paris, TN 1-800-533-3568
COMPARE PRICE - SELECTION - SERVICE

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Troubled
by the Episcopal Church's declining membership, about 1,000 laity and clergy met here in a fourday forum to seek means to deal
with the problem.
Calling for a constitutional
convention to consider steps for
restructuring the denomination,
the Rev. Jon Shuler of Knoxville,
Tenn., said the current framework
is "impeding our mission of carrying out the Gospel."
Shuler, a key figure in organizing . the grass-roots meeting, said
that in the restructuring, .the local
congregation "must be the
focus" of the church's work, and
the role of bishops modified.
East Tennessee Bishop Robert
Tharp said the meeting may mark
the beginning of renewal of the
church, and urged "patience with
the process of institutions.. Love
it so that we can help ... reform it
from within."

rAt Southwest
Elementary,
Jason Robbins is
succeeding against
some pretty tough
competition.
I Iirnself.

Pictured are Tripp Furchas, Murray and John Harvey, Programs
Managarlindustry Relations, DuPont Agricultural Products.

Murray farmer recognized
by soybean associations
Murray farmer Tripp Furches
has been recognized as a winner
of this year's DuPont Young
Leader award by the Kentucky
Soybean Association and the
American Soybean Association
(AS A).
This is the tenth year ASA and
DuPont have recognized outstanding young agricultural leaders in 25 soybean-producing
states throughout the country and
Canada. Consideration for the
aware hinges on the farmer using
his or her leadership skills to lend
direction to the soybean industry.
All Young Leader Award Win-

ners received an expense-paid
trip for two to the 1993 Soybean
EXPO in Denver, July 30-August
I. The trip was courtesy of DuPont, makers of Classic, Gemini,
Lexone,.Lorox, Canopy, Preview
and otkitr soybean herbicides.
The company will also bring this
year's Young Leaders to a leadership conference in December at
its world headquarters in
Delaware.
The American Soybean Association is a national commodity
organization with 29,000 members and affiliation .with 29
states.

Twins' father could wind up in jail
His probation officer filed a
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
petition in June to have probation
Kenneth Lakeberg, the father of
revoked, saying a random drug
the Siamese twins who were
separated so that one might live,' test had detected traces of
could wind up in jail for violating ,cocaine. A hearing has been scheduled for Sept. 3.
the one-year probation he got for
Lakeberg admitted using maria stabbing last year.
juana, cocaine and alcohol,
Lakeberg, 26, pleaded guilty in
according to court records cited
May to a reduced charge of batby The Philadelphia Inquirer
tery for stabbing a cousin during
today.
an argument last Christmas at his
Lakeberg also told a Chicago
home in Wheatfield, Ind.
TV station on Tuesday that he
spent $8,000 in donations
At the time. Lakeberg told the
Intended to pay medical bills on
judge the argument erupted after
he disclosed that his wife, Reitha, other expenses, including meals,
car rentals and overdue bills.
was pregnant with Siamese twins
About S5,500 went to buy a car,
and that the couple were considhe said.
ering an abortion.

North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable_
NORTH
•7 4 2
V A J 10
•98 7 5 3
•J 10
WEST
EAST
*J 3
* K 1096
V 64
98 32
•QJ 10
•4
•Q 9 7 5 4 2
•86 3
SMITH
•A Q 8 5
•K Q 7
•A K 62
4A K
The bidding
North East
South West
Pass
Pass
2•
l'ass
2
Pass
2•
l'ass
2 NT
Pass
3•
l'ass
5•
Pass
6•
Opening lead — queen of diamonds.
In bridge, a player is not always
punished for reaching a poor contract Sometimes the gods smile be
when he is overly aggresaive,
and even reward him for his optimism — provided he plays well
enough to earn their favor.
Consider this deal where South
got to mix diamonds It was not a good
contract, the odds were about 4 to 1
against making it.
Two clubs was artificial and forc •
mg:two hearts was ace-showing Two
notrump showed a balanced hand
and denied significant values beyond
the ace of hearts.South should really
have settled for three notrump at
this stage, but when he bid three
diamonds and North leaped to five,
South decided to carry on to six,since
there were several hands North could
have that would make the slam an
odds-on proposition
Declarer actually made the slam,
which makes it difficult to conduct a
sermon on his bidding But he did
play the hand well and eventually
was rewarded for his positive outlook
West led a trump and South
cashed.the A-K, learning he had to
lose a trump trick. He was then faced
with the task of escaping a spade
loser, and solved the problem with
the help of an elimination play.
After crossing to dummy with a
heart, he tried a spade fineSse, which
won. He then cashed the ace of
spades, A-K of clubs and A-K of
hearts, West refusing to ruff. Declarer then put West on lead with a
trump. As South hoped, West had only
clubs left and had to return one. This
allowed declarer to discard a spade
from dummy as he ruffed in his hand,
giving him not only the rubber but
also a 750-point bonus for making a
slam he would no doubt have stayed
out of had he been able to peek at his
partner's cards.
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Reliable
Yes, We're the Reliable Pharmacy.
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Charlie's Pharmacy has been your reliable,
hometown pharmacy since 1968.
Charlie Adams and his daughter, Angel, are
registered pharmacists who take special care to fill
all prescriptions precisely and promptly.
cla*snx an on he an ovtiuliehning emitmunent fir sxxing students. At ti(xithwest
Ilementarv in(*Airway County. however, the Primary Program is givingJason 12( ithins and
his felicc students a persimal challenge the look forward to every day.
I kugned to allow sir aing student.to advance at their Mll lull:, the Pririurc Program doesu't
confine students to Teti& age gn RIPS or grade levek Instead, kids are grouped and regrouped
in iwiler to alcuurage success in learning. In this win; each stutlent is specifically challenged to
reach higher perional goals than ever hetiire. ForJav in RohlHits and other students thn whout

the state, that's the challenge they need.
A vital part of the Kentucky Education Reh win Act(KERN). the Pnmarv Pnigrun is providing Kennicky's kids uith a pcsitim(lutIxik towants learning. .knd the
sell:esteem to meet ecery challenge that cumes their wav
For mow intOnnation oil the Priinarc Program
call -1401:92N-22 I or 1-800-10)12-KFR
Support b•tter schools
,Keistarcky's kids.
fro
OM•
m c Id le
MESSAGE FROM THE PARTNERSHIP

FOR

KF.NTI CKY

REPONM

If you should have any questions about any
medicine, remember...

000%-ff.444.4z Ettou Slott tquae4t.
HOURS: Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

Safe-T
Charlie's
Discount Pharmacy
7;3-417;

Glendale at Whitnell
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Mrs. Kenice Paschall

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Mrs. Kenice Paschall, 90. of Rt.
office building that houses
The Bank of Louisville may hav
8, Murray
his 710
e
headquarters.
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hosp . died Tuesday at
illeplly cashed in $15.4 million
ital.
She was the widow of Charles
He borrowed $13.5 mill
Paschall.
ion
worth of Kentucky Central Life
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
from the Bank of Louisvil
le and
will be in charge of funeral
Insurance Co.'s securities the
and banal arrangements.
Kentucky Central, in
effect,
bank was holding as collateral, an
agreed to take over the
loan if
official said.
Web
b could not repay it. The
"We don't believe they had
loan was extended when it
the legal right to sell those," said
came
Services for William Joel (Jo
due in June 1992, and Kentuc
Michael Cuscaden, whom the
e) Thompson were Tuesda
ky
10 a.m. in the chapel of
y at
Central upped the ante by
state hired to manage Kentucky
McEvoy Funeral Home, Pari
pledg- Rev. Jerr
s.
The
y
ing
Mas
$15 million of its own securisey and the Rev. Charles On
Central after taking over the com
officiated.
Pallbearers were David, Chri
ties as collateral.
pany earlier this year.
s, Phil and Steve Suggs, Jam
Dan
es,
ny
and
Donnie Thompson, Mike Wil
The arrangement went unn
Bank president Orson Oliver
loughby and Rol
o- Evans. Buri
al
tice
was
d
by
in
state insurance regulawould neither confirm nor den
Hillcreat Cemetery there.
y
Mr. Thompson, 81, Paris.
tors until early this year whe
the sale of the securities that had
Tenn., died Sunday at 3
n the Henry
p.m. at
County Nursing Home, Pari
state took over management
been held as collateral on a loan
s. He was a member of
of Baptist Chu
First
rch at Paris.
Kentucky Central amid concer
to Lexington developer Dudley
ns
Surv
ivor
s
of
incl
its financial health.
ude his wife, Mrs. Rebecca
Webb. But Oliver said the Bank
Ruth Charles
State Insurance Commissioner Thompson; one daughter, Mrs. Bettie L. Sug
of Louisville had done nothing
gs, Henderson; two
sons
.
Will
iam
Don Stephens was highly crit
F. Thompson, Murray. and
wrong.
ical
Wayne E. Thomspon,
Meridian, Miss.; one sister, Mrs
of the arrangement. He said
"Whatever action the bank has
. Margaret Workman. Chi
he Ill.; II
cago,
grandchildren; 11 great-granchildr
taken up to this point in the Ken- could not understand why Kenen.
tuck
y
Central would pledge its
tucky Central mauer was well
securities to back a loan in whi
within the loan documents and
ch
it had no interest.
,he state statutes," Oliver said
.
The insurer wound up in Fina
The sale June 23 was disclosed
The funeral for Mrs. Edna May
nDuncan was today at 11:10
in a report on Kentucky Central cial trouble partly as a result of a
a.m. at LeDon Chapel. Ridgeway
Mort
icians, Paris, Tenn, The
larg
e
conc
filed in Franklin Circuit Cour
entration of had real
Rev. H.G. Fields and the Rev. Wil
t.
liam Jones officiated.
Cusiaden said Kentucky Central estate loans it made to Webb.
Grandsons served as pallbearers.
Burial was in Puryear City
At the time of the deal with the
learRed of the transaction when
Cemetery.
it Bank
of Louisville, Kentucky
called the bank to inquire abo
Mrs. Duncan, 96. Rt. 2, Puryear,
ut Central
Tenn., died Monday at
had at least $60 million
the securities.
Methodist Hospital North, Memphi
s,
Tenn. She was the widow
wort
h
of
Web
Greg Mitchell, an auomey for
b loans that were of E.D. Dun
can
.
non -performing and $24.9 mill
the insurance company's rehabili
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Survivors include two daughter
s, Mrs. Loretta Morris. Nesb
tators, said officials were study- that were in default.
Mis.. and Mrs. Marcia Kea
itt,
ne, Chicago, Ill.; two sons,
Kentucky Central also had
ing the possibility of suing
Max
Duncan, Purye.ar, Tenn., and
to fore
Cecil Duncan, Mullherry.
closed on a San Francisc
recover the money.
Fla.; one
o sister, Mrs. Lois Humphreys, Her
on, 111.; 27 grandchildren; sevThe securities were part of a office tower that Webb had built eral great-gr
andchildren and great-greatgrandchildren.
controversial, three-way agree- because the project was not meetment four years ago among ing payments on a $50 million
Webb, the bank and Kentucky loan.
Stephens said that if state regu
Central.
Graveside services for Low
lators had known about the Ban
ell Charles Overcast wer
Webb wanted secondary
k
e
at
1 p.m. at Bradley Cemete
of
Loui
sville deal, they would
financing in 1989 to keep
ry, Puryear. Keith Dublin Tuesday
his have
ren T. Sykes officiated.
and Warremoved the $15 million
Pallbearers included Mickey
two-thirds interest in the Lexing
Hall and Keith Overcast.
- from the
Hicks, LI
company's assets — a
ton Financial Center, a 30-stor
Ridgeway Morticians of
y move that
Paris, Tenn., was in char
would have immediatege- of
arra
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ly put Kentucky Central in sha
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Mr. Overcast, 68, Puryear,
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l•
financial condition.
Tenn., died Sunday at Hen
ry
The report in Franklin Circuit County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
Survivors include two
Court also revealed that Kentuc
daughters, Mrs. Sherry Ann
kHall. Huny Central went from a negative tingdon, Tenn., and Mrs. Kathy Hicks, Union
City, Tenn.: one
son,
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ott
Keit
h
Over
cast, Sharon, Tenn.; one
operating income in May
to a Hudson, Murray: two
sister. Mrs. luta
brothers, Pat Overcast,
positive income of $5.9 million
Buchanan. Tenn.,
at and Ewell Overcast,
Paris, Tenn.; a special men
the end of June.
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d. Ms. Alice
England; five grandchildre
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Mrs. Edna May Duncan

Stock Market
Report

Ingersoll Rand

• s/s

K U Energy.-.—.-.—.-.- 32 - lis
Kroger
....
2034 + 1/1
L G & E...............---41114 unc
McDonalds
unc
Merck ...—.-.-.—.-.--.-32/
1
4 /
1
4
IC. Penney.....—.-.—...453/s - 1/s
Peoples First ...----- 3431/1B 40A
Quaker Oats
Schering-Plougb-.-.--613/s +
Sears.....—....-.—.-.—.-531/4 - if
Texaco
651
/
4 + 13/.
Time Warner................395/1 - 1/s
• Vs
- • Wird Lyons is•market maker in this
, sbxk.
UPC - prios unchanged.
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
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• ava,aux•
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Judge's sentencing to be Oct
. 22
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Assistant Attorney Genera
l cial grand jury that took the
Sentencing is scheduled Oct
place
. 22 Paul Richwalsky Jr. would not ,_of. a
panel that had been called in
for a former eastern Kentuc
say whether CollinS had-agre
ky
ed to late 1991 to investig
judge who pleaded guilty to one
ate purchascooperate in an ongoing prob
e of ing practices of the fiscal
of five bribery counts agai
court
government Corruption in Letcher
nst
and county school board. One
him.
County.
of
Collins' first actions after taki
Prosecutors recommended
ng
Kentucky State Police arrested
office in January 1992 was to disTuesday that former Letcher CirCollins at his home Nov.
22 on
solve that first grand jury.
cuit Judge Larry Collins serv
char
ges
that he accepted $7,000
e
Before becoming circuit judge.
five years in prison. He cou
and drugs to influence
ld
cases. Collins had served as
have received a 20-year sent
a district
Specifically, he was charged
ence
with judge since 1985.
if convicted on all five coun
pro
mis
ing
ts.
to help protect an
Collins' arrest was believed
The recommendation came
unnamed drug dealer from pros
to
ehave been the first for a sitt
after a subdued Collins admitted cution and
ing
to grant probation for jurist in
Kentucky history. At the
in Fayette Circuit Court that
an accused sex offender.
he
time, Attorney General Chr
took money and marijuana from
is
The man named in the count
a
to
Gorman said Collins was "the
man in exchange for promising
tip
to which Collins pleaded was James of the
iceberg" of corruption in
keep him out of jail. Judge Joh
Braddock. However, the Letc
n
her
the county.
R. Adams allowed Collins
Circ
uit
to
Clerk's office had no
The investigation has since
remain free pending sentenci
ng. record of charges against
netted three other county employ
Collins, 39, of Isom, had bee
Bra
ddock.
n
ees, including Commonwealth
scheduled to stand trial Sept.
's
Richwalsky would not say
27.
Attorney James Wiley Craft.
But he filed a motion recently
to whether Braddock was the inforCraft was indicted earlier this
change his plea. His
mant who helped state poli
atto
year on 103 counts of complici
ce
Bennett Bayer, would not rney,
ty
com- gather evidence against
Collins. to commit theft for allegedly payment on the move, although
offiHe
also
coul
d
not
ing
say whether
his private secretary with
cials have said they had
tape
Collins had actually interven
recordings of Collins acceptin
ed state funds. The secretary, Patsy
g
on Braddock's behalf in any Stallard, was
the bribes.
indicted on 103
criminal proceedings.
counts of theft, and she and Com
Collins resigned in February. monwealth
's Detective Robert
rather than face ouster by
the Adams were charged with lying
Kentucky Judicial Retirement and about her
employment to the speRemoval Commission. That pane
Sedoral•Stale Market Neter
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Service Aorgarrot 25, 19113
nd
l
jury.
Seebeck) Neckar,* Ar Hog
had already suspended him afte
Market IIgor t Includes 3
All three have pleaded inno
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Act. 326, Fot. 566 larrerers
his arrest.
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eteody
cent. A hearing in that case
CS 1•2 236.256 lba.is
Collins was indicted by a spe- scheduled
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tS 1.2 2155135 Ma
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IT'S BAD.
IT'S BOLD.
THE "HULK \
HOGAN" OF 1
FULL-SIZED
TRUCKS. AND
IT'S COMING
TO MURRAY, KY
REAL SOON...

_

CHIROPRACTIC
FOR BL- TIE!? HEALTH
DR. MARY BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTOR-

THE KENYA CURE

American doctors who treat
Nobody is suggesting that we re
Cast
African
tribesmen
in
to•primitive life and eliminate
Kenya often report similar findinp. vert
rs and cars for the sake of our
They get much snore exercise than chai
Westerners.They also have very good backs. However, we can have fewer
problems if we heed these peoposture.They always flex their knees back
ples' experience as well as the advice
and hips asthey bend down and squat of
chiropractors,who specialise in the
to work and cook and eat. Resu
treatment of spinal problems. We
'Their incideoce of back problemslt
is practice more efficient body mechcan
anfar leas ems wt."
ics, develop•more balanced posture
cootrost Ms with hOth century and
get
prop
er
exer
cise.
Americans. Accordiagto statistics,80
perceot of us can expect th have "bad
backs' at some time in our lives and
Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
70 million ofus each year haw seve
re
-Chiropractorenough back troubles to require pro4 Niles East on Hwy. 94
feselogial ateastisst.
793-29911

THE NEW DODGE RAM
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Mrs. Carrie A. Ford
Mrs. Carrie A. Ford, 82,
Rt. 2, Calvert City, died
at 3 3.M. at her home.
Tuesday
She was preceded in deat
h by her husband, Dut
ch Ford, one
son, Cliff Ford, and her
parents. Randolph Angle
and Cora
Bloomingbing Angle.
Mrs. Ford was a member
of Oak Valley Church of
Survivors include two
Christ.
daug
thte
rs, Mrs. Inez. Edmonson.
ton, and Mrs. Joyce Boh
Benannon, Kirksey; one son,
Reidland; four sisters,
Mrs. Myrtle Rickman and Bobby Ford,
Irvin, Benton, and Mrs
Mrs. Pauline
. Annie Norvell and
Mrs. Helen Dunn,
Calvert city; three brothers
, Calrence Angle, Calvert
Jim Angle and Charlie
City, and
Angle, Benton; 11 gran
dchildren; nine
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be
Thu
beck and Cann Funeral rsday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of FilHome, Benton. David Hen
Lake Riley will officiat
e. Burial will follow in drickson and
Marshall County
Memory Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 5 p.m
. today
(Wednesday).

Ron Stevens
Ron Stevens, 32, of Maje
stic, Ky., formerly of
Murray. died
Tuesday at 12:30 a.m. at
Big Springs, Texas.
Reports are that Stevens
along the highway to get had car trouble and was walking
help when he was struck
by a truck.
Blalock -Coleman Funeral Hom
e of Murray will be in
of funeral and burial
charge
arrangements.

New
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* Year Round Christ
mas Shelf *

Lowell Charles Overcast

Dow Jones lad. Avg. ........ +17.60
DJIA Previous Close.......3638.96
Air Products _._._._._431/4 • 1/4
A T T...-.-.--......-. 601/s + 3/4
Bell South
+
Briggs & Strattoa..--... 79 + Is/a
Bristol Myers Squibb.-551/2 - 1/4
Chrysler
+ 3/4
Dean
Extoa
+ 1/2
Fisher Pike
unc
Ford Moter..-.------521/4 + 1/2
General Electric
+
General Motors
+ 314
Goodrich.-.-.-..-.---.- 481/s - 1/4
+ sta

1

DEATHS
William Joel (Joe) Thompson

th West
l'ass
l'ass
pass
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Hob

HOLLAND DRUGS
Dunn. R.Ph.
109 S. 4th St.
753.1462

• Downtown, Murray

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE
441,
IP

c•-•

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
2
Why pay rent and more
per gallon for gas
when you can own your
tank and buy from us
at st GUARANTEED LOWE
.r
R PRICE!

Lake Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80 East
Hardin, Kentucky
753-8011

Did you know that Diabetic Retino
pathy,
Macular Degeneration, Retinal Det
achments
and other Vitreoretinal diseases
are the
leading causes of I3LINDNESS?
There is no need to travel to a
large city for
Vitreoretinal Surgical Care.
The Marion Eye Centers
Vitreoretinal Department specialis
ts provide
the most advanced detection and
treatment
(including LASERS and Sur
gery)
for these leading causes of Blindn
ess!
MARION EYE CENTERS
offices are located near you to pro
vide fullcomprehensive and emergency
eye care and surgery
To =eke liii ppointrant cell

4----11-800-344-7058
Maqbool Ahmad, M.D.
George Ortiz, M.D.
Ukeme Umana, M.D.
Paula L. Crawford, M.D.
Paul Runge, M.D.
Thomas Fleming, M.D.
William Elliott, M.D.
Rob Kippenbrock, O.D.
Marion Eye Centers
P.O. Box 1178
Marion, IL 62959

Cataract Surgery
Glaucoma, Eye Muscle Surgery
Oculoplastic, Cataract Surgery
Cataract, Cornea, Glaucoma
Vitreoretinal Surgery
Vitreoretinal Surgery
General Ophthalmology
Consultative Eye Care

viW

Transportation Available
Medicare Assignment Accepted
Offices located in:
Marion, Carbondale, Harrisburg,
Carmi,
Chester, Fairfield, Metropolis, Moun
t Vernon,
Pinckneyville, and Dexter, Missou
ri

12
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MURRAY LEDGER I INKS

Board member
to quit over
disclosure rules

To advertise or subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times call 753-1916

•

•

Prices Good
Aug. 25 Thru
Aug. 31

CIO

Store Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. & Sat. 8-8

1E14110

Flood 111111morlist

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

904d — 9Pt04t g4a4d 9a144
We Accept Food Stomps - We Reserve The RIOT To letei Otionhh•S

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Sliced Free

Owen's Best Family Pack

Field's. 1 Lb. Vac Pack
Reg. or Thick

Beef
Ground
3-4 Lb

Bacon
39
s1 Lb

Center Cut Boneless

Boneless

Pork Loin

Extra Leo,

Field s 1 Lb

Stew
Meat
$ 79

Bologna
Reg or Thick
$

ork Chops
99
Wieners or

f ields 1 Lb

Lb.
1 99

1 29

Dinner Franks
$ 1 29

$2

Lb

LL

Seaboard Farms Frying Chicken

Field's Boneless

U.S. Choice Boneless

1

Extra Lean

Thighs Chuck Roast Ground Chuck
Legs
or
Kentuckian
Ham
1/2 or Whole
1 49 Bagels
59 Baked
Peanut
I Lb.
Lb
Lb
Butter
Beans
$ 1 59
Lb.
Bush S

2

28

59'

9cr

Peter Pan

,12 oz pk,-1

994

$ 1 89
Hyde Park

Soft & Gentle

Sugar
$ 1 69
5 Lb.

Tropicana Reg. or Homestyle

Bush's F.S. or Cut

$
gal

16 oz
Conola. Corn, Veg.

Wesson Oil

3/99'
$279

64 oz

$ 1 99
gal.

Pork & Beans

Stokely C.S. or W.K.

El Charrito Frozen

Corn

15 oz

Blue Bonnet

Spread

3 lb

Mustard
Sparkle Single Roll,

;Libkro

Oreo Cookies

$279

20 oz.

Paper Towels

= glen
'vens Eiest
BBQ Beef
89

Jalapeno Loaf
$
3
29

Fiesta Lunch
Hyde Park Sweet

Cucumber Slices
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Bishop complains
about poverty

exp

TCCi
• will

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
Roman Catholic bishop told President Clinton's Working Group
on Welfare Reform, Family Support and Independence that "the
central problem in America is not
welfare, but poverty."
Baltimore Auxiliary Bishop
John Ft Ricard, chairman of the
Catholic bishops' domestic policy
committee, said dealing with poverty is "not a luxury to which
our nation can attend when it
finds the time and resources.
"Rather, it is a moral imperative of the highest priority."
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HARARE, Zimbabwe (AP) —
The Baptist World Alliance has
admitted nine new denominations
to membership, bringing the total
to 170 denominations around the
world, with more than 38 million
members.
An August meeting of the
alliance's general council pledged
to fight racism and poverty and
"to work to bring people together
as brothers and sisters in Jesus
Christ, whatever their ethnic
identify.''
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Women still waiting
on changes in church

9 oz $

16 oz
Paramount Bread & Butter

Pickles

22 oz

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Fresco, Diet Cat Free Coke

12 pk

DENVER (AP) — With the
pope in town for a youth festival,
Denver's United Methodist
Bishop Mary Ann Swenson said
others still are waiting for women
to be allowed full participation in
the Roman Catholic Church.
The "denial of any woman's
call to ordained ministry is a
denial to us all," she told an ecumenical communion service
sponsored by women clergy in
solidarity with women seeking
ordination in the Catholic
Church.
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Macarvi Salad

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

Golden Ripe

Fresh Crisp

2 Lb Cello Pk

Turkey Breast

Bananas

Broccoli

Carrots

L

$3 99 $3
Eckrich
Fickle & Pimento,
Old Fashion,
Olive,

16 oz

Pun
tion
eral'
sion

WE BUY HOME GROWN PRODUCE

Owen's Best
Storemade

tb

3/$1
5/$2
$139
2/89'
69'

Green Beans 15 5 oz

Hyde Park 8 oz. Squeeze

Forms

1% Milk

89

Or
in

Baptist Alliance
adds new members

1/2 Gal.

iv-0-Rich

Peas

69'ft'

4 Roll Pkg.

I

Ice Cream
$ 39

64 oz $ 1 19

Blackeye

Bathroom Tissue

Hyde Park

• Orange Juice

1/2% Milk

Lende-

gh

FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — A
member of the state school board
who objects to, a Kentucky law
requiring him to disclose certain
investments says he won't seek
another term.
About 600 high-ranking offieuls in the executive branch were
required to file financialdisclosure statements by April
15. John A. Williams of Paducah,
a member of the Board for
Elementary and Secondary Education. is one of two people who
have not filed the statement.
The Executive Branch Ethics
Commission decided on Monday
to penalize Williams and Johnny
Sheppard of Frankfort, a member
of the state Board for Adult and
Technical Education;---for failing
to file. The commission had sent
each one two notices of delinquency. The penalty is withholding their state pay, which is 5100
per meeting day.
Williams said he quit accepting
his meeting pay in July, after he
had been notified that he was
delinquent. He said he made a
onscious decision not to file.
"I totally agree with all of the
provisions of the conflict-ofinterest law. I do not agree with
the open-records provision" on
the financial statement, he said.
He said that he has no personal
investments that are a conflict but
that "personal investments are a
private matter. ... I will not
accept- reappointment in April of
1994 because of the open-records
provision."
Sheppard could not be reached
for comment.

Lb

89
Lb

Angel Lace

Eckrich

Boiled
Ham
96% Fat Free
$239

Lb.

Swiss Cheese
Low Fat Low Salt
$429

Lb

Fresh

Celery

590
79K,nch
Sno White

Lg. Fancy

Mushrooms
8 Oz. Pkg.

Bell Peppers

890
3/99'.
49'
.orp•
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Woodmen offers a
wide variety of life
Insurance plans Which
provide flexibility on
Insurance protection
and tax-deferred
Interest features. To
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SECTION B
One letter can aid
in reducing junk mail
This column is contributed by the
Purchase Area Consumer Protection Council and the Attorney General's Consumer Protection Division.
Reducing Your Junk Mail
Are you tired of opening your
mail only to find more -junk" mail?
Do you receive official-looking envelopes anticipating important information only to discover it is a
solicitation to donate to an unfamiliar cause or purchase promotional
items? Are you often the recipient of
prize notifications or sweepstakes
finalist notices? Don't blame the
post office for your junk mail. It
serves only as a delivery agent for
companies who have paid for the
service. Your best bet to help reduce
your junk mail is to take action
yourself'.
Mail order files, credit card holders, phone books and many other
soureesof names and addresses are
used to create mailing lists. These
lists are utilized by companies to
send catalogs, product samples.
sweepstakes notices, fund-raising
requests, coupons and more. This
material, which is termed third class
mail by the U.S. Post Office, is
• direct mail advertising.
The most effective way to get
your name off mailing lists is to
write to: Direct Marketing Association Mail Preference Service, P.O.
Box 3861, Grand Central Station,
New York, NY 10163-3861.
Give your name and address and
explain that you no longer wish to
receive unsolicited mail. The DMA
will place your name on a quarterly
list that is circulated to all direct
marketing companies. As a regult,
the amount of unsolicited mail that
you receive will be reduced Over
• several mopths.This does not mean,
however, that you will eliminate all
unwanted mail overnight. You will
still get material from some direct
marketing companies who are not
members of DMA or who are
difficult to reach. To remove your
name from their lists,_ write directly
to the company.
"Junk" mail can be delivered in
different disguises so don't let looks
deceive you. It may reach you as a
third class or bulk rate Owe of mail.
or it can even be sent first class. The
Consumer Protection Division reports that some consumers have
received certified letters thinking
that it contained important information, but found it only was a
promotional offer costing several
hundred dollars with prizes used as
an incentive to participate. This is
sometimes done by companies who
can afford to pay for a legitimate
appearance, although they may not
be reputable.
Remember, when receiving offers and advertising through the
mail, check all the facts before
investing your money.
If you have a complaint about
anything you have received in the
mail, write the Purchase Area Consumer Protection Council, do Attorney General's Office, 209 St.
Clair Street, Frankfort, KY 40601
or call the Paducah-McCracken
County Chamber of Commerce to
request a complaint form at (502)
443-0445.
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SPORTS
Braves talking sweep; take Giants 6-4
By WENDY E. LANE
AP Sports Writer
SAN FRANCISCO — Of
course the Atlanta Braves are
thinking of a sweep of San Francisco. Need anyone even ask?
The Braves couldn't think any
anything else after taking the first
two games of the crucial threegame NL West series and pulling
within 5.4 games of the Giants
with Tuesday's 6-4 win. Still,
they will be facing Billy Swift
(17-5) today, and no team has
been able to sweep San Francisco
this season.
'It'd be nice to have that
game, but it's hard to sweep
when you're playing on the

major-league level, especially
when you're on the road," Atlanta shortstop Jeff Blauser said.
"They're going to come out and
be more fired up because of it."
Atlanta used three home runs,
three double plays and siven
strong innings by Tom Glavine to
beat the Giants, whose division
lead is the smallest since June 8.
San Francisco fell behind 5-0,
made three errors and wasted
scoring opportunities.
But the Giants, who play three
more at Atlanta next week, aren't
conceding anything.
"Hey, we're still in the driver's seat," said second baseman
Robby Thompson, who homered

Giants holding 51/2 game lead
in his fifth consecutive game and
can tie Willie Mays' 1955 club
record by homering today.
"If you go over there and ask
them if they want to switch positions, they'd like to be where we
are. There's a little more pressure
on them to sweep than for us to
do well."
Thompson's two-run shot off
Glavine (15-5) made it 5-3 in the
seventh, but David Justice
regained the momentum for the
Braves when he homered off
reliever Dave Righetti in the
eighth.

"The Giants are good at coming back," said Justice, who hit
his 30th home run. "They're the
type of team you have to put the
pressure on them for nine
innings. They've got too many
guys who can do damage."
But it was the Braves hitters
who did the most damage. Ron
Gant hit a solo shot off Bryan
Nickerson (6-5) in the first, and
Terry Pendleton's two-run homer
highlighted a three-run sixth.
Fred McGriff led off with a
walk, then Pendleton hit his
opposite-field shot. One out later,

Calloway,
Murray set
tone early
If Tuesday's match is any indication, this year's golf season
promises to be an interesting
battle between the Murray High
Tigers and the Calloway County
Lakers.
The Tigers edged the Lakers
by one stroke in a three-way
match with Fulton on Tuesday at
the Fulton Country Club.
The Tigers, paced by medalist
Ryan Haverstock, shot a 160,
besting the 161 posted by the
Lakers. „Fulton shot a 180.
Murray won a six-hole girls
match as well.
In the boys match, defending
state champion Adam Grogan
fired a 41 for the Tigers, while
Clay Bolin shot a 42, Ryan PickSTEVE PARKERtedwe II Times photo

Murray High senior David Greasier (10), finishing with a hat trick, blasts a shot towards the St.
Mary goal in
the first half of Tuesday night's 12-0 Tiger win.

San Diego bats explode
on Cards' shaky pitching
SAN DIEGO (AP) — For an
inning, the San Diego Padres
were the best team in baseball.
"Everything we hit was falling
in," shortstop Ricky Gutierrez
-said of San Diego's club-record
13-run first inning in Tuesday
night's 17-4 rout of the St. Louis
Cardinals. "That was a wild
inning."
The Padres surpassed an
11 -run inning by the Texas Rangers that had been this season's
best in the majors and set team
records with nine hits and 16 batters in the inning.
"It far exceeded any dreams a
manager might have about putting an inning together," said
Padres manager Jim Riggleman,
whose team is tied for last in the
NL West with Colorado. "We hit
the ball good and we got lucky."
St. Louis lost its fifth in a row
and fell 10 games behind firstplace Philadelphia in the NL
East. The Cardinals have lost
nine of 13 and are winless in five
games this season at San Diego.
"It was embarrassing," St.
Louis first baseman Gregg Jefferies said. "When they score 13
runs in the first inning, it's not
the best feeling in the world.

In the second, Blauser helped
turn an inning-ending double play
on Royce Clayton's grounder
with runners on first and third.
The next inning, the Giants
loaded the bases with one out
before Will Clark bounced a
grounder to Lemke, who turned
the double play.
A pair of Giants errors allowed
Atlanta to take a 2-0 lead in the
fourth. First, McGrifrs fly ball
was misplayed by center fielder
Mark Carreon. Pendleton singled,
and Justice hit into a double play
that caught McGriff in a rundown
between third and home.
Pendleton scored when Williams booted Berryhill's grounder
to third base.

Tigers roll easily;
Lakers left in dark

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

•See Page 38

Damon Berryhill doubled and
scored on Mark Leinke's single
for a 5-0 lead.
Glavine lost his shutout in the
bottom of the sixth on Mau Wilhams' two-out triple and Barry
Bonds' single, his league-leading
97th RBI.
The left-hander gave up three
runs on nine hits, but only one
run was earned. He walked one
and struck out seven in seven
innings. Greg McMichael got the
last three outs for his Ilth save,
giving up an RBI single to Willie
McGee.
The Braves' defense bailed
Glavine out of jams in the second
and third innings and preserved a
1-0 lead.

Murray, Calloway post
shutouts in '93 openers

That's the worst I've ever seen."
Tim Teufel, Phil Plantier, Phil
Clark, Archi Cianfrocco and Brad
Ausmus each homered to tie a
team record. The Padres also hit
five home runs April 18 in a 10-6
victory over St. Louis. Tiveonly
other time they hit that many was
Aug. 1 1 , 1991, against
Cincinnati.
"We had been leaving too
many men on base," said Clark,
whose game-high four RBIs
included three in the first.
"We've had good pitching but
weren't capitalizing on scoring
opportunities. We needed this
boost. It should carry us for a
while."
The Padres, who tied another
club record with the 17 runs,
used four extra-base hits and four
walks to produce eight runs in
two-thirds of an inning off rookie
starter Allen Watson (6-1).
"We haven't been playing
well. Hopefully, this is the bottoming out point," St. Louis
manager Joe Torre said. "You
find out what you're made of
when you handle stuff like this. I
think this does more to mature
you than anything else."

1993 Racer Football
,Kickoff B-B-Q
co
Stewart Stadium
Sunday, August 29, 1993
5:30 p.m.

Staff Ripon
people to put in."
Murray Ledger & Times
Gressler put the Tigers up 1-0
minutes into the contest and the
On opening night in local
Tigers held a 7-0 halftime lead.
boys' soccer, Murray High lit up
Miller scored three goals in the
St. Mary while the light went out
first half and Shapla and Gressler
on Calloway County.
each had two.
Murray jumped all over the
In the second half, the trio
Vikings' goalkeeper, scoring
each scored once, followed by
goals at a lightning pace to rip St.
Matt Weatherly and Stephen
Mary 12-0. Calloway jumped out
Crouch with one apiece.
on top at Heath, only to see the
Shapla led the team With three
Pirates score two unanswered
assists and Gressler and Miller
goals and win 2-1.
each had two.
At Ty Holland Stadium, Greg
Miller scored four goals and
On Saturday, the Tigers travel
David Gressler and Roman Shapto Bowling Green.
• • • •
la each picked up three in the
Trailing 2-1 at Heath, the Lakeasy win.
"It wasn't much competition,"
ers were searching for the tying
Tiger head coach James Weathergoal when the officials called the
ly said, noting the Tigers outshot
game on account of darkness.
the Vikings 50-4. "They're
"That doesn't help much when
awfully young, they didn't have
you're behind," Calloway head
anybody above a sophomore.
coach Bill Miller said bitterly.
"I was glad to set everybody
get in," he added. "We ran out of • See Page 38

Staff Reports
Murray Ledger & Times

STEVE PARKERteagof & Times photo

Lady Tiger Sarah Fitts rifles a shot on goal in Murray High's seasonopening 4-0 win over St. Mary.

The Murray High Lady Tigers
and the Calloway County Lady
Laken both started off the season
right on Tuesday.
In Tuesday night's opener,
Murray looked like they did a
year ago when they rolled over
opponent after opponent, scoring
a 4-0 win over St. Mary.
The Lady Lakers also scored a
shutout win, scoring a 2-0 victory
over Heath.
Murray shot out to a 2-0 lead
in the first half and never was
threatened, running off with a 4-0
win over St. Mary.
St. Mary was picked just
behind Murray at No. 5 in the
preseason poll. "Everybody is
picking St. Mary to be good,"
Lady Tiger coach John Gressler
said. "Maybe they didn't play
real well tonight."
Ellen Uddberg led the offense • See Page 3B

Nightmare gone from Chief offense
By DICK BRINSTER
AP Sports Writer
When the run-oriented Kansas
City Chiefs acquired Joe Montana, the idea was to junk the power game for a more diversified
offense.
That, and a knee injury, helped
lead to the departure of Christian
Okoye, the team's career rushing
leader. He was placed on injured
reserve Tuesday.
The 260-pound Nigerian may

have played his last game for the
Chiefs, who not only have Montana but are going to a San
Francisco-type offense based on
short passes and slashing runs
rather than the bull-like rushes of
Okoye.
"This offense is geared to a
different style," coach Marty
Schottenheimer said. "We're
headed in a different direction
and we have to be concerned
with the guys who are with us

right now.
"The thing that makes this
particularly difficult is when it
involves a person like Christian. I
don't know when I've been associated with an individual that I've
had more fondness for as a
person.
"But you have to make tough
decisions sometimes. You make
decisions that affect people's
lives. But sometimes you don't
make the right ones. You have to

* * * * * * *
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"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

$5 Adults - $3 Children under 12

Call 7534563

llama on Bak at Bank of Murray(Downtown 011ica,)Aarieedig Dept); Nooks Bank
(Needed& Breach &An WiRimene) and United CeivenenweelUi Bent

For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

do what you think is right."
Okoye started only five games
last season, when he had a
career-low 448 yards, which
brought him to a career total of
4,897.
His best season was 1989,
when he rushed for 1,480 yards
— edging out Barry Sanders of
Detroit for the NFL lead — and
scored 12 touchdowns. Okoye
gained 1,031 yards in 1991 with
• See Page 3B

+
Meet Houston Nutt &
the 1993 Racers

for the Lady Tigers, scoring two
goals and assisting on another.
Sarah Fitts and Maggie Snyder
also found the nets, with Cara
Gressler adding two assists and
Jenny Leary picking up the other.
Despite outshooting the Lady
Vikings 39-2, Gressler wasn't
satisfied after the season opener.
"We've got a lot of work to
do," the coach said. "But there
were a lot of bright spots. Courtney Christopher and Allison Cantrell played good defense and
Sarah Fitts was super."
At Heath, Calloway scored
twice early, with Carrie Bell
scoring on a pass from Erica
Hughes. Bell then set up Jennifer
Dowdy for the score.
Calloway goalie Miui Rickman had 17 saves in the shutout,
effort.
"Our defense was solid and our

FREE MOUNT
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COMPUTER &LANCE
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Treadwear Protection Warranty

Grand Classic Tires
$5995

As Low As.
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TIRES

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
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SPORTS

BRIEFS
Western Kentucky AD leaves Hill
BOWLING GREEN. Ky.(AP) — Athletics Director Lou Marciani is leaving Western Kentucky University, a televised report
said Tuesday night.
• WBKO-TV in Bowling Green reported Marciani is leaving Western to become the new executive director of the Amateur Athletic
Union. The station said Marciani will be named to the post Wednesday during a news conference in Indianapolis.
WKU President Thomas Meredith declined to comment.
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James Jordan case adds twist
WINNABOW, N.C.(AP) — A store clerk said she would "bet
my life" she saw Michael Jordan's father and the two suspects
accused of his murder more than three days after James Jordan was
believed to have been shot and killed.
The Wilmington Morning Star reported that Helen Norris, 52, a
clerk at the DJ Mini Mart on U.S. 17, told her account to a Brunswick County detective.
Detective Mark Locklear of the Robeson County Sheriff's
Department, which is handling the case, said he planned to interview Norris. He said authorities still believe Jordan, 56, was shot in
his Lexus early July 23 near Lumberton after he had pulled off U.S.
74 to rest.
Larry Demery of Rowland and Daniel Green of Lumberton are
charged with first-degree murder, conspiracy to commit armed robbery and armed robbery. The 18-year-olds could face the death
penalty.
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FROM PAGE 28
Beau Jones put the Lakers up
1-0 in the first half with a header
from Scott Earwood. Heath tied
the game 1-1 just before halftime.
Heath scored the go-ahead goal
early in the second half to take
the lead for good.
"The game see-sawed back and
forth with runs by both teams', we
just couldn't get the tying goal,"
Miller explained.
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FROM PAGE 28
goalie played an outstanding first
game of the season," said firstyear coach Sharon Arant.

I, the Lakthe tying
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larkness.
inch when
way head
I bitterly.

Calloway's offense struggled.
according to Miller, something
that isn't a surprise. "It happens
every year the first four or five
games. We just have to find ways
to score."
Calloway will host St. Mary at
5:30 p.m. on Thursday in their
home opener.
• In junior varsity play, Jeff
Nix and Ty Fibcg each scored
once to give the Lakers a 2-0 win
Tuesday at Heath.

- On Thursday, the Lady Lakers
host St. Mary at 5 p.m. as pan of
a boys-girls doubleheader, while
Murray will host Madisonville at
6 p.m. Thursday.

II Nightmare gone

I.

Tampa Bay's history of botching No. 1 draft picks extends a
decade.
The Bucs didn't have firstround selections in 1983, 1984 or
1992 because of bad trades.
Defensive lineman Ron Holmes
(1985) was a disappointment, the
team couldn't sign Bo Jackson
(1986) and Vinny Testaverde
(1987) played six erratic seasons
before signing as a free agent
with the Cleveland Browns earlier this year.
Drew Bledsoe, No. 1 pick in
the NFL draft, appears on the
verge of becoming the Na. 1
quarterback of the New England
Patriots. But coach Bill Parcells
retracted a previous statement
that the starter in final preseason
game — Friday night against
Kansas City — would open the
season Sept. 5 at Buffalo.
"I reserve the right to change
my mind," said Parcells, who
will start Bledsoe against the
Chiefs.
Bledsoe has completed 28 of
52 passes for 323 yards and three
touchdowns in three exhibitions.
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FROM PAGE 28
ens a 40 and Jacob Rayburn a 43.
For Calloway, Jessie Rooker,
Eric Gallimore and David Greene
all had 40, while Adam Haley a
41 and Zach Ross a 44.
In the girls match, Murray shot
a 120, while Fulton had a 158,
and Calloway scored 156
Joy Roach lcd the Lady Tigers
with a 26 while Stacey Foster and
Rachel Cella each shot 30. Leigh
Haverstock shot a 34, while Kim
Alexander and Tori Holton each
had 38.
For the Lady Lakers, Jennifer
Clayton paced the way with a 38.
while Jodi Manning shot a 40.
Both Murray and Calloway
will host Graves County today.

All proceeds go to support the services of W.A.T.C.H.(Work Act,,„
Center for the Handicapped). /02 Most. Murray. Ky
Your support Is sincerely appreciated f

753-8355

Now You Can Drive A
DESIGN LEADER
Every Two Years
1993 Ford Thunderbird LX
#6309

Why lock yourself into a 5-year obligation?
Now get low monthly payments for only 24 months
with Ford's Red Carpet Lease.
• 3.8 Liter Engine
• Power Steering
• Air Conditioning
• AM/FM Stereo with Cassette
• Tinted Glass
• Speed Control
• Automatic Overdrive Transmission
• Power Locks and Windows
• Tilt Steering Wheel

$34949

A RED CARPET LEASE
MAKES SENSE
.3 year/36,000 mile bumper-to-burnper
warranty*
•Pay only for what you use — Just two yeses
worth.
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FROM PAGE 28
nine touchdowns. He made the
Pro Bowl both seasons.
In other NFL news Tuesday,
Keith McCants became remembered by Tampa Bay fans as
another in a growing list of firstround flops.
Bucs coach Sam Wyche didn't
say the team's top 1990 pick was
being waived for poor play.
Wyche said the linebacker was
cut because of the team's changing defensive philosophy.
"In our style of defense, we
need more cover linebackers, and
less linebackers," Wyche said,
noting most of Tampa Bay's
opponents this season Aise three
wide receivers. "I have nothing
but good things to say about
Keith. It just didn't work out."
At 6-foot-3 and 265 pounds,
McCants simply lacks the quickness to cover the pass.
Many thought McCants, who
starred at Alabama, would be the
first player selected in 1990. But
he slipped to No. 4 amid reports
he had a suspect knee.
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good coverage.
good price-
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Garner exchanged words with
La Russa as both benches emptied. Oakland's Troy Neel tackled
Dickie Tlion, sparking several
fights. The biggest blow was
struck by Oakland's Edwin
Nunez, who bloodied B.J. Surhoff with a punch. The game was
delayed for 25 minutes.

SCOREBOARD

tzi Rieke shutout,

as 1989,
ISO yards
Anders of
— and
I. Okoye
1991 with

two runs in the ninth to tie the
game 6-6. Reliever Dennis Eckersley and manager Tony La Russa were ejected for arguing with
home-plate umpire Dale Scott,
and the commotion drew Brewers
manager Phil Gamer out of the
dugout.

901 Sycamore

111 Murray, Calloway...

gers travel

y scored
rue Bell
out Erica
p Jennifer

By MICHAEL RAM
AP Sports Writer
The Oakland Athletics are in
last place in the AL West and the
Milwaukee Brewers are last in
the East. That doesn't mean
either team is playing out the season without a fight.
The teams played 17% relatively uneventful innings Tuesday
night before things started happening to make the doubleheader
a memorable one.
Milwaukee won the opener
9-2. The second game, a 7-6 Brewers victory in 13 innings, got
crazy after nine innings.
A brawl broke out in the nightcap after Milwaukee rallied with

•Tigers roll...

rk

oring two
another.
ie Snyder
with Cara
Islas and
the other.
the Lady
!.r wasn't
in opener.
work to
But there
its. Courtlison CanCnse and

Doubleheader turns to
brawl for A's, Brewers
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Per Month
For 24 Months
Month'. Lease l'asment

$349.49••

Refundable Secunh Deposit

1.350.00

Down Payment

"

,

Total Cash Due at Lease Inception

$200.00
$899.49

Total Amount of Month's Payments $8,387.76

.94.• your dealer ler•copy Weirs hauled warranty YYLasse payment is based en test.5515.352 en 1993 Ford Thunriertard I. is.... way tees the
option but 5)114. Attested to pnatellsas IL9s HAHN et Isessohl et•p1145 65 be negeItslad enth the dealer at lease eterung L•11•110 Is roeserwsble Isqens..
111ear .114 War end 90 11 pot mils charge for 111111•1140 awe 30,000 Leese souleett(5 credit spptirrslsnd ineirstelity redetermined by Ford Crude Leese
paystent includes tele,tweets. homes fees For spreisl loses tares. yew must take neer vehicle retail delmery New dealer Mesa by 11/31/951 Telai stash
due at keep inception includes /*runty deposit and first manes's loose payment

with
Coach Houston Nutt

"You Will Be Satisfied"

Thursday,
August 26
5:30 p.m.
Pagliai's Restaurant
.)

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.
sot
'

Murray, Ky.

(502)753-5273
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hestnut St

It's

Big
4th
Week!

Effective Dates: Aug. 21

e Total On The Tape T
Fresh Lean
Boneless

••P'

41, ••••-...

Counts!!!
c„,k
E

at

K:
7

FRYER THIGHS
or DRUMSTICKS

Crisco Pure
Vegetable or

CHUCK
ROAST

•••

Puritan
.4m.a 11

PURITAN
-OIL

18

79

Lb.

48 Oz.
Bottle

Lb.

itAffilill4

a

'Prairie
Tams

Value Pack
Boneless

BEEF
CUBE
STEAKS

—

2% OR
SKIM MILK

Field's Sliced

BACON

$248

79

1/2
Gallon

Lb.
Pk.
JjqsI,Re

159.Sissisar

IMMO

1"
'''T:t••7.•

Hi HiHo

els

)ehii

,•

4er

•
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*110
Raga

Oscar Mayer
Boneless

SHOULDER

SHOWIER ROAST

FRANKS
Meat or Bun Length

59
Lb.

Jim Adams (haus 3/1.17)

Sliced
Bacon

Lb.

99,

Bryan 12 oz.
(Bonus 3/5.10)

$189

Corn Dogs

12 oz.

fete

SPACIMI SANE

goc

ew Item. Sunshine Snack

CHE

CRACKERS

Butter, linki-Orain er Cracked Pepper

ox.

With Coupon Below
aid Sliced le oz.
Bonus 3/5.10)

$189 ICA Gallon

ologna

sew

Bleach

911c

Ken48 Ration
14 Oz. Can

Dog Food
71r7 IcT5r7saidr

0

%pima

$3r
0
_
a

Oran
Juice

'3Z20
15737574.1

Rap
Spaghetti Sauce

Soft ,
BATHROOMBATHROOMmu
1

L=r;e:
__Ranch Lay
lOre I

POTATO CHIPS

59 ggc 99t.
4

R011

Pkg.
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•

j

Pkg.

99c
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We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors

SUMO Hours:

Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m.-7:30 p.m.

live Dates: Aug. 25-31

•••

•
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•-• •m•

•••111111.1111MININIMN.,
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Pure
le or

•••,

•-..
"10's
. 10.11111111
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95
1
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OSAg

Nimbler Zesta

PAN

Thompson Red lame
or White Seedless

CRACKERS

Dz.
Lie

cebergutit„

•;%S.'•

GRAPES

LETTUCE

coilikiltibcdneTs

Fresh

30 Count Wrapped

Reg. or Unsalted Tops
Low Salt or Fat Free

Peter Pan

"•••°

PEANUT
BUTTER

1/2
Gallon

BROCCOLI

Smooth or Crunchy
18 Oz. Jar
Pet 1-61:-.
5010115
ASAIMICAPI
NAIVICZIE

0

/1/I r

SINGLES
•••tattaw
NAP463111

Ram*

Kralt American

is

CHEESE SINGLES

Fresh Monterey

Pet Ritz

MUSHROOMS

FRUIT

had Poppw

8 Oz. Carton

26 Oz. Box

OZ.
ICA 12 oz.

Canned
Drinks
e
ç0psh e

21507375'64

ICA 10 Lb.

Charcoal
Jim Adams IGA

tics

P-52-08-042

Assorted flavors
Regular 3 oz. Box

T
Lee
TVA 11.408

kilo Gelatin

Ca.

Sunshine Ration or Chunk

SOFT DRINKS

Si. Jig

TEA BAGS

;. 25 thru
Dept 3X0I) I

ir err Foods
pal liss no ad+
Pe coma,ør

DOG FOOD
20 Lb. Bag

Purina

CAT

Foi
cii
99
20 Lb.

JELLO\

With Coupon. Limit 1 coupon per family I
Coupon good Wed.. Aug. 25 Ihru Aug 31 I
1993 1602 CCA2S3

LJD
•••- 4••• •
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Precaution to missing animals is purchase of ID tag
As an animal lover. I often find
myself scanning the Lost and Found
pets ads in the daily paper.and sadly
imagining, as I read, the travail of
the families who have lost the
beloved pet.

•

Although thousands of pets disappear each year.chances of recovering the missing one are good if a
few simple precautions are taken
beforehand. The most obvious precaution is an ID tag, bearing your

name, address and telephone number, attached to your dog or cat's
collar. In some cases, a phone call
from the finder of your pct could
precede your awareness that he is
missing.

Back to School Specials

YgYtttL'*Z,
P
4,r,i.

Students with College I.D. & Proof of Age
receive case price at West Wood Wines ,

St Brendans
Ligeur

$8.99

$13.63

'sows

Black Death
Vodka

Kahula Uqeur

$17.92,

$14.17

NY Long
Island Tea
Mix

Jagermelster
LIqeur
ei

$20.69

$14.74

Kamora
Coffee Licteur

$12.84

$15.65

$64.94

Bud &
Bud Light
Keg

Miller Lite
Keg

$25.99

2000 oft All 20% off All
Domestic & Domestic &
Import
Import
Wines &
Wines &
Champagne Champagne

TS

I 15

L

$4.99

$2.99

•/

\ /

•/

\ /

•/

\/

/61
!+

•/

\/
/41•

•/
1,6

$24.28
Canadian

15

L

Club
I.

$23.21

200o off All
Domestic &
Import
Wines &
Champagne

DISCOUNT BY THE CASE

•/

$14.52

George
Dicke' 108

$15.42

901-612-7711

+ + +

L

$10.99

WEST WOOD WINES
& LIQUORS

Prices Good
Thru
August 28

$13.89

Canadian flisi

Jack Daniels
Green

$9.98
r Sub

L

L

Dawson's
Scotch

Milwaukee's
Best Suitcase

12" Sub

$9.85

Pepe Lopez
Margarita Mix

$46.65

$9.98

Windsor
Canadian

Calvert Gin

Milwaukee's
Best Keg

Natural Light
Suitcase

. $11.99

$11.28

$62.31

$58.71

bra Turkey 101

WEST WOOD
WAREHOUSE
PARTY BLOCK
901-642-7366

$67.67

Busch
Keg

Malibu Rum s
aa ka

Killians Red
Keg

$63.97

Peachtree
Schnapps

$10.26

Michelob
Keg

Ky

Long ward Tea
Party Pack

- Kegs In Stock -

and head lowered and tail barely
wagging. Apparently he had interpreted my cry as a scolding. After a
few pats on the head. I was able to
examine his collar. What joy - there
was a tag with a clearly imprinted
name and telephone number. Apparently Dog thought I was fnendly
enough and allowed me to drag him
across the street,juggling books on
one arm while firmly gripping his

20% off All

Domestic &
Import
Wines &
Champagne

West Wood Street
Hwy. 54 it 69
Paris, N
Open 11 a.m.-11 p.m.
Mon. thru Sat.
Visa • Mastercard
American Express•
Discover

•/
\/
\
' %.
\/
+ + + + +

presenting...

EXCLUSIVE PUBLIC
SHOWING
Wednesday, August 25th
5 p.m. - 7 p.m.

THURSDAY. AUGUST 244 1993
(For your personalized daily Jame Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth. call l-900-98t(-77K11. Your phone comeany will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE Attending certain social events may
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: seem like a waste of time but they
Career and financial gains will come could help you make important
more easily. Old contacts prove use- alliances. Romance begins to accelful once again. Rely on lessons erate.
learned in the past when making a
VIRGat Aug. 23-Sept 221: Try
major personal decision in Decem- not to get upset if you must fill in
ber. A vacation trip will turn out to for someone who is on vacation. A
be more rewarding than business sudden infatuation will prove to be
travel early in 1994. Next spring Just fun-and-games. Protect yourself
will bring exciting developments in the clinches.
where romance is concerned. Pay
LIBRA iSept. 23-Ocr. 22
more attention to your nutritional Being successful in business
needs.
becomeiseasier when ,our home life
CELEBRITIES BORN ON is satisfying. Demand a first-class
THIS DATE: actor Macaulay performance from yourself! Friends
Culkin. basketball star Tom Hein- and family are a joy to be around
sohn. newspaper editor Benjamin this evening.
Bradlee, jazzman Branford
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211:
Marsalis.
Keep your cool and you will win
. ARIES (March 2I-April 191: round one of a dispute.- A sunnier
Remain well in the background at period lies just ahead. You gain the
work. You will profit from what you support of an influential sponsor.
are able to observe. Meet an associ- Steer clear of a romantic fog tonight.
ate's challenge head-on. Romance
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
deepens when you devote more time 211: Take care of paperwork early in
to your mate.
the day. Getting involved in sour
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A friends financial schemes woad he
great day for writers and artists. A a mistake. Put romance on hold until
creative idea strikes when you least you are certain of what you want.
expect it. Long-distance phone calls
CAPRICORN Dec. 22-Jan.
bring good luck. Avoid sOmeone 191: You may not feel aarmly
who tries to involve you in office toward a partner today. A short sepbattles.
aration could restore harmon
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20):. between you. Do not jump to conDoing something the cheap a ay clusions about a. child. Listen attencould end up costing you more.'Hire tively to gain new insights. • • experts! A public relations camAQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18 r
paign attracts new business. Tie up Assuming that other people will
loose ends at work. Romance is a can the ball could spark fireworks.
top priority tonight.
Curb an urge to take aggressive
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): action where romance or business is
Show your appreciation. Share the concerned.
spodight with deserving co-workers.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20i:
Home improvements will increase Going through old letters could
your property's real estate value. inspire you to revive a creative proInsist on being paid what you are ject or long-ago romance. This new
'worth.
turn of events will affect "'OUT mivelt
LEO(July 237Aug. 221: Learn to - or vacation plans. Keep your schedseparate business from friendship. ule flexible.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are true perfectionists. critical of both themselves and others. Although these youngsters are shy. they blossom in the
company of those they get to know well. Honest to a fault, these Virgos may
not have all the friends they would like unless they' learn to he tactful. They.
thrive on praise. The employer who hopes to keep these dedicated and diligent workers will show plenty of appreciation Tor their efforts.
(To order a respond and updated ..opt
Jean,. Ihsoxo • hew wiling hook
esteral.. 1 oda, ark1 I
Cr Hon Astroior• Can Help ou Find lour nao,r ioi.,nis Plan. ,end Sit 4% ptu. Si pcniar
to Dixon. tio Andrew& and NI. Neel Pt) Itoi, 414242. Kansas tit 55. ho4141 %Ow i.hci.ks
Andrews and McMeel

PINELAKE
MEDICAL

JCENTER
Wees

The ALL

DODGEE 91A9il
PICK-UP

Kimber A. Ward. M.D.
General SuhrenfiGwlic
RmtilSorger,

George V.Jirak, M.D.
Obstetria.Grnecokigv
and InternIn

If you are in the market for a truck or
you just like trucks, you owe it to
yourself to look at this all new pickup.
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

2400 East Wood Street • Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800 748 8816
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Humane Societ
collar with the other hand. He
voluntarily ironed by my side the
rest of the way home, and entered
my house with me without hesitation. Wc tramped through the back
door and into the basement workshop where my father,as usual, was
busy repairing his assortment of
stringed instruments for the Detroit
city schools. Before my dad could
voice a protest about bringing home
another stray. I happily related my
story and exposed the life saving
collar tag. Within an hour, Dog's
joyful owner had, arrived at our
house from the other side Of town
miles away. It was never clear how
Dog could have strayed so far in a
day,but we thought possibly he had
been dognapped and had somehow
escaped from his captors.
Because tags could be lost or
removed, an even safer precaution
is having your Social Security number tattooed inside your pet's right
hind leg.The procedure can be done
by your vet or a tattoo expert.
Immediately report your lost pet
to the police department and to the
animal shelter so that the dog warden and shelter personnel can be on
the lookout. ,
An accurate discription, or better
still,a. photo of your pct will be very
helpful. .,Posters with your pct's
picture may be distributed to neighbors, and especially school aged
children. Post the signs at gas
stations, super markets, coin laundries and fast food restaurants, and
give copies to anyone who delivers
regularly to your house - such as the
paper or mail carrier. If you can
afford a reward,do so,and place the
information on your poster in big
letters. Also, distribute your posters
to local veterinarians because your
pet may be taken there if he is
injured. Visit the animal shelter
every few days to see for yourself if
your pet has been awned in.
If yuur pet disappears from a
campsite or on a hunting trip arid
can't be found before .you must
leave, place items of your clothing
around the area. Dogs have been
found nestled in the clothes by
owners who returned repeatedly
and were finally successful.
Sadly, an estimated 1.5 million
pets are stolen each year by professionals'who sell them to no questions asked kennels or laboratories.
To prevent such a tragedy, protect your pet as you would any
valuable. Don't leave him unattended in public places. If he must
travel with you,_park _where you can
see your car and lock the doors. My
aunt, who lived in a small town,
once took her cocker spaniel shopping and left him tied to a tree near
the grocery store. After making her
purchases,she nonchalantly walked
home before realizing she had forgotten the dog. When she returned
post haste to the tree, her dog *as
still there, waiting patiently. In
many areas this story would have
had a much less happy ending.
So, exercise reasonably precautions and, chances are, you will
spare yourself the agony of losing a
beloved friend.
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SUBSCRIBE

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.

FREE REFRESHMENTS

PEPPERS

Humanely.
Speaking

HOROSCOPES

Remember... Don't Drink and Drive!!
In The Party Block
Tavern

Sk01 Vodka

On a personal note - One day,
many many years ago, as I walked
my daily mile home front junior
high school in Detroit, and approached the most heavily traveled
and widest intersection on my journey. I spotted a large dog gingerly
stepping from the curb into the fast
moving traffic. My shout of alarm
stopped his inevitable suicide, and
he turned in my direction with ears

Johnny W.Williams. M.D. David B.Saxon, M.D.
Orhtti.drn,
k
F mid%
Pri\

PINELAKE
MEDICAL OFFICES

4

1029 MlCenter Grde,Mavfieki, Kentucky 42066
E3

-Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)
-Vinyl Siding
-Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantee*

Apo gnhnent: 502-251-4545

Kentucky Kay ParticIpsting
OPTION 2000 Contra:11N Hospotal

1.-imy •

HEALTH TRUST
INC

FREE ESTIMATES

CALL
753-7020
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Public Sale

070 ____Dsessebe•Childcare

540

For Trade

560

Fre. Column

570

Wanted

'air price.

ers
!sidential)

indows

antee*

ATES

ZO

instruction

470
460
485
490
495
!,00
510
520
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Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Coultr.g
Serrices Offered

280

Nit HI IIN\Itl•sk

"SC

Mobil* Home. For Rent

270

Mobil* Home* For Sal*

21'5 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

365

For Sale Or Lease

3Lty

Business Rentals

420

Horne Loan.

310
I ItANSPOKTATIoN
Motorcicles 320
Aut., Sersues
Auto Piirte
1•4ed Cars 31.
V.,.•
Tru.S• 340
Csmpeti.
&site & Mot..t• 3t3u

Want To Rant

430

Real Estate

Apartminte For Rent

43.5

.Lake Property

Rooms For Rent

440

Lout For Sale

Houses For Rent

4.5.0

Farms For Sol*

460

Homes For Sale

For Rent or

LOOM

Cohn

LEGAL NOTICE
In accordance with Chapter 65 and 424 of
the Kentucky Revised Statutes, the Summary Financial Statement for the Calloway
County Conservation Districts for Fiscal
Year 93 may be inspected by the general
public at their office co-located with the Soil
Conservation Service at 201 Johnny Robertson Road from August 24-26 between the
hours of 7:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.(Calloway
County Conservation District)
Chairman - Larry Gilbert
505 i•Vhitnell Street, Murray, KY 42071
Vice-Chairman - Arlo Reck
Route 1, Box 237, Kirksey, Ky. 42054
Sec. Treas. - Thomas Lee Armstrong
Route 7, Box 446, Murray, KY 42071
Members Larry Hale
Route 1, Box 217, Dexter, Ky. 42036
Marty Carraway,
Route 4, Box 259, Murray, Ky. 42071
Mark Wilson
Route 3, Box 182A, Murray, Ky. 42071
The board of supervisors meeting is held on
the third Monday night of each month at
7:00 p.m. in the Conservation office.

FRAMING Custom &
Creative by Linda Hertel.
On (former owner of Art
Ines) Now at Icon All &
Frame, 200 So 4th St Mug
ray 753 7201

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
- 6.75%
INTEREST
Guaranteed 5 years

TOBACCO workers

Cams Chrysler Jeep
Eagle needs a technician to perform general mechanic work on
all makes of vehicles
Experienced required
Apply in person
641 N. Murray

Monthly income
available,

502 437 4254

100% reonsuredl

EXPERIENCED tobak co
cutter 435 4424
NURSE S Aide full time

grade assets!

11pm 7arn prefer piper
lanced CMA but will train

Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

Mature person who envoys
working with the elderly
Good working condition
pleasant atmosphere Fern
Terrace Lodge 1505 Sta
chum View Dr EOE

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY
753-4199

NEED bahysiner Thursday
Call
• 7 30am 2pm

$8
hour experienced only
492 8364

MACHINE
QUILTING

NEEDED licensed cam*
tologist Set your own
hours be your own boss

By Lucinda

753 7275
WILDLIFE
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens security
maintenance etc No asp
necessary Now hiring For
call
into
more
219 79.1 0010 ext 7159
8am tpm 7 days

Business
Opportunity

CLEANING house is my
business Reliable and ex
per mooed references Call
Linda 759 9553
I will sit with the elderly
753 4590 for wilorrnabon
WILL keep children in my
home Call 437 4890

BEST 1 PERSON Bus,
ness Ever, You need $6980
for inventory P'F time No
selling No overhead Just
service & restock retail des
plays Be independent'
Gross to $50 000 • annu
ally, Call 1 800 782 7616

the KY Tech-Murray Area Vocational Center located at 1800 Sycamore, Murray, KY

42071, phone 502-753-1870 or to the Office
for Civil Rights, Kansas City, MO.
The following programs are offered to
secondary students: Retailing, Food Technology, Collision Repair Technology, Auto
Technology, Industrial Processes and Carpentry. Licensed Practical Nursing is offered to post-secondary or adult students.

Adults enrolled in a full-time vocational
class must pay a $15 application fee; $35
registration fee; and $125 quarterly tuition. For more information on programs
contact the KY Tech-Murray AVEC.

Nebo*

ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clo
thing Supply 753 4545
WE are now the dealer for

Globe Chairs Made in
USA Call for details Engl
ah's Sewing Machine Hwy
68 Reidland, near I 24 ext
16 1-800-599 USEW
025
Person.

WHITE male. 42. honest.
sincere, seeks female corn
parson to love arid cherish
PO Box 5412. Mayfield. KY
42066

14 yr old

White

Lhasa Apso
MONEY for free & college
for nothing! Have you been
fresh salads. sandwiches, turned down for a scholargyros Open all yew at ship for college or trade
5pm Closed Mon and school? We guarantee to
474-8119, find a student a minimum of
Tues
six sources of scholarship
1-800-649-3804.
& fellowship funding. Send
EXCITING! Feel Great' for information. Creative
Lose weight! Call me-find Scholarship Service, PO
out howl 437-4467 or Box 23784, Lexington, KY
753 7262
40523-3784.
AURORA Pizza Magic. Genuine hand tossed pizza,

4

t

Step Aerobics

Childrsn's pet Reward II

759-4113 or 753-8816
LOST Hereford cow, Col
chvater area 489 2839
LOST- Limousin and Bran•
gus cattle (8 heifers, 5
cows, 4 calves) in Crossland 'TN area Call
498-8943 or 753 9251

New in Sept./Stretching &
Muscle Conditioning Class
Classes for all ages
No memberships/Reasonable Rates
Safe Certified Instructors

Call Pam Thomas at 753-2410
for times & location
TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 651/2,
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service. We
represent 7 A.M. Bost A- or A. rated'
companies to give you the best possislo rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have been serving West. Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency

Help
Warted
ATTENTION

Murray

POSTAL JOBS Start
$11 41/hr plus benefits For
application & info, call
1 (216)-233 9078 7am to
10pm 7 days
FULL & part time help
wanted at the animal shelter on East Sycamore Extended No phone calls
please Apply Tuesday, August 24 from 3pm-6 30prn.
Wednesday, August 25
from 3pm-5pm, or Thurs
day. August 26 from
4Prn-5Prn
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am-3 00pm
We we an EOE The project a funded by the Western Kentucky Pnvate In chary Council-JTPA

A ,11
,
11(

Cain's Chrysler Jeep
Eagle needs diesel
technician to perform
maintenance
on
trucks
Apply in person, experience required
641 N. Murray

make any changes to ad after
deadline

11E1
Appliances
--WESTINGHOUSE reltveratm frost free with ice
maker 753 4738

TOP soil off farm land for
sale $65 for 18 19 yards
Tri axle truck load
492 8488

Now
FunilehIngs

WHEELCHAIR Ridelite
9000. hemr potty seat ex
tended shower seat
walker 759 4663

BEAUTIFUL oak king
waterbed with drawer
pedestal, make offer
753 2321

METHODIST
AN 01)1)0lat'NITY AWAITS K N S AT
NIETHODIS1 HOSPITAL OF NICKEN/IF
• 7p 7.1 K N Staff Nurse
11-',

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

SALES Professionals
Specialized Communica
bons Inc a long distance
phone carrier has Immo&
ate openings for sales pro
fessionals in the Wegt Ky
area Comprehensive train
irig & unlimited commission
plans provided Mail re
surfer to 2343 Lakeway
Circle, Paris TN 38242
SERVICE station Neat ap
pearance good work ha
bits able to do mechanic
work SETIVICO autos pump
gas meet public Apply in
person West Main Choy
con 1.417W Main St IlA.0
ray KY No phone calls
please

US POSTAL & GOVERN
MENT JOBS $23/be plus
Now hiring
benefits
1 800 200 8760 24 hours

6FT deli case Toledo high
speed meat saw model
5320 220V Globe sharp
machine, comstock castle
double
oven
901 593 5439

Doers own •I 400

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west lo Johnny Ronertsor Road
sou4, to Sp Hile Rea* VW." b.61 H.. Rome 1/4
753-0466

WIN PflOf

P0 Box 1033

Tie

ADJUSTABLE round & ad
iustable rectangle mer
&ends° display racks In
quire at Bright's 753 6258

ONC.A14 :Al On

Murray

BOGARD trucking and ex

cavatmg inc We haul top
soil gravel fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759 1828
CAUSE of move 2 inside
crypts in mausoleum

X‘Voi•,-1,

'A, •_,

• 7d 7p K N Staff Nurse
12 hour shifts

•

Med/Suit;

Excellent benefits

Contact Kalil!. Heath Townsend lot nit tic
information at 152 4162 or t52 S Lid

7n 2740

ADVERTISING TRAINEE POSITION
Looking for an aggressive individual
with an advertising and soles baCligrouna

Candidate must possess strong corrinuni
cation skills with experience In advertising
design layout god production College
degree in Journalism and/or Advertising
Marketing preferred
Salary plus commission, excellent company benefits FOE Send resume to Box
1040A. Murray. KY 42071

West Tennessee Manulacturing Facility has
openings in:
Production Super%isor: Requires familiarity
ith high volume assembly techniques in
metal products industry.
Qualify Foreman: Requires familiarity v. ith
overall quality assurance techniques including S.P.C.. N111. Stds., Goem. 'Fol., etc

The
Dinner Bell Restaurant

COUCH. $20. exercise
cycle.$25. Pella double
bung window. $75 Call
753 9208 after 4pm

On Hwy 68 - 1/2 mile from
Jonathan Creek Bridge

ELECTRIC typewriter with
extra ribbon 753•7797

Material Scheduler: Requires experience
with MRP, shop floor schedules, other modem ins•entory techniques.

Martha Hopper has returned
bringing you the same quality
foods, cooking and prices.

ENTERTAINMENT center
with cabinets & moveable
shelves 753 5149

Candidates should have 3+ years of experience in the area of application. Degree helpful
in consideration.

354-6521
4 p.m. to 9 p.m.
11:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Sunday
Closed Tuesday

LARGE office desk & chair
$200 753 1217

Said recume in confidence to:
Personnel Manager
P.O. Box 610
Paris, TN 38242

METAL office desk $35
753 9786

VACATION Dream Cash
Earn at home $200 to $500
weekly stuffing envelopes
For information Send
SASE to Vachon Dream
Cash, PO Box 224. McKen
re. TN 38201

WANTED aggressive &
well groomed person will
mg to start at entry level
position with excellent ad
vancement opportunities
Job includes delivery &
customer service Open
'rigs at Colortyme in Murray
& Mayfield Apply in
persdh

Show offyourgrandchildren by inserting their photo in the
Murray Ledger & Times, Saturday, September 11, 1993.

WANTED barmaids wan
resses & dancers $500
plus weekly Doll House
Cafe, Paris, Tn
901 642-4297 7pm 2arn

--- COUPON

WANTED kitchen & floor
personal, must be able to
work days & evenings
Apply at Seafood Express
between 2pm Ipm No
phone calls please

Name of Child

WENDY'S now hiring for
day time shift Must be able
to work weekends
Cashiers & prep people
Apply at store daily Ask for
manager Chestnut Street
Murray

sornort

Ca,

110111 uckititg

Name of Grandparents

Justin & Kristin Boggess
Grandparents
Della Boggess
Mickey 11 Canta Boggess

Keith & Paula Stan
Grandparents
Brenda Moore
Aubrey & Linda Stom

CIALEZEIDE2
11
locations Coast to Coast

Send photo, names of grandparents_ name of chill
(maximum of 4 lines) self-addressed envelope for

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

return of original photo-and payment to:

Office. 753-6910
112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071
1 -800-THE-DUCK
Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Enclosed is
$7.00 lot picture
$5.00 each additional picture
and stamped, self-addressed envelope for return of picture
•

Bring in by September 9 (12 noon) to
be published September 11th.

II

-J111STilLZ.

111

Please insert my grandchild(s) photo
in your paper. (Photo enclosed.)

Cars Custom Vans and Vans For Moving

905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1400-455-4199

A '2.00 fee will be required to

JUNK air conditioners, will
pock up 436 2904

1985 DODGE Caravan LE
$4800 men's 3 speed bicy
de $45 girl's 20* bicycle
$55 10 gallon aquarium.
fish & stand $75 AU in
good condition 753 6664

°PIN TO Trit lubi C

TAKING applications for
maintenance person Apply
Hilidale Apts Hardin KY
EOE

Answers to Butt),

060

Weekly Walking Class

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

753 7192 ,
165 Blom
truck Ores $60 & up Also
XP2000 W L Generals 1st
time at low low prices Lots
of used Ores $10, $15. $20
each Warehouse Tire. 400
Industrial Road 753 1111

LOST DOG
Nodes

25e per word $500 minimum lit
day Si per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper trues Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide $2.00 extra for blind box ads

FRONT end loader for a
Ford 2030 tractor and good
used carpeting 753 4109

USED mattresses and hoc
sets queen size bedroom
set Call 901 247 3773

NEW 16* &

KY Tech-Murray Area Vocational Center
does not discriminate on the basis of sex,
race, disability, color, religion, marital
status, national origin or age in its programs, activities, or employment practices.
Inquiries regarding compliance may be
directed to Teresa Harper, Coordinator of
Title LX, Title VI, Section 504 and ADA for

Reader Ads:

MONTGOMERY Ward rid
wig mower, 16hp Briggs &
Stratton, 45" cut 753 9242

CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S
12th
Murray

ii

6041 Disseent aril the
3 Ado Nun Ran Wallin 6 Day Perioill
11 75 per Wens mei muster Tlissesi Mee
Cute)
r

PHARMACEUTICAL DISTRIBUTION VENDING
Tremendous Demand Call
24 HRS 1 800 858 3933

070
Domestic
& Clinker*

Display Ads
ros themes trod San.

Articles
For Sale

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

SEWING yobs wanted in
cluding formal wear
753 1061

55 00 Column Inch

Business
Opportunity

345-2780
ALTERATIONS and re
pairs Rental gowns & tuxe
dos Ruth s See and Sew.
Country Square, 108 N
121 Murray 753 6981

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

150

too

EXPERIENCED lead car
porter mainly framing

100% investment

Computers
120 ............
130
For Sale Or Trade
140
Want To Boy
150
Articles For Sale
155
Appliance.
160
Horne Furnishings
165
Antiques
170
Vacuum Cleaners
160.
Sowing Machine.
195
.Hisan Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
no
Muincal
240
Misc•Ilan•ous
260
TV a Radio
380
Pete & Supplies

Help
Worried

Help
Wanted

Miss

be lost or
r precaution
xurity numir pet's right
can be done
ttoo expert.
;our lost pet
it and to the
he dog warel can be on

ERS

Business Opporturuty

110.

tors.

3E

100

230
250
290
530

511 .. l I II. \\ilit

Advertisers are ravened to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion_ Any torror should be reported
immediately so convetoons can be
mad.

OFFICE HOURS: Mom-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
k1ilt

410

Situation Wanted

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

M %Uhl- I

.14•Ip Wanted

090

3
3
3
3

190--..... . . Farm Equipment
370 .........Livestock-& Supplisie
390
Poultry•Stipples
Produce
MO
-_____
Feed & Seed

It 'III 4.1 \II \ I

MM.

,n, or better
. will be very
your pet's
ted to neighschool aged
gns at gas
coin launaurants, and
.ho delivers
- such as the
If you can
ind place the
sister in big
your posters
ICCaUSC yOUr
nre if he is
[mai shelter
ir yourself if
ncd in.
!ars from a
ing trip and
you MUM
our clothing
have been
clothes by
repeatedly
essful.
1.5 million
ir by prolesto no queslaboratories.
.agedy, prowould any
him unat. If he must
iere you can
c doors. My
small town,
shop)a tree near
making her
intly walked
;he had forhe returned
ter dog Was
atiently. In
would have
py ending.
bly precau!, you will
; of losing a

753-1916

Tuesday Edition......Saturday 10 am.

Master Card

AD111,53111.1STS

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

as follows:
.Friday 3 p.m.

7B

WEDNESDAY. AUGUST 25. 1993

53.)

410

11•11119
Nemo Fer Pleat
2 AC . daybed. Frigidaire
waahar 2 rol away be.
3 chest of drawers, hode-abed bre met. dining table
& chairs mental nv, reason.* priced 7531608,
759-4622 leave message
CHEST type deep freeze
antique trunk Ethan Alien
coffee table other home
furnishings 753-9324
QUEEN size waterbed with
mirror headboard, podded
rails Call after 5pm
759 9972

28R trailer, 1 mile East of
Murray S225/mo with
lees* & deposit 7592570
or 753360

CREEKV1EW Sell SINKIN
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 S4Cvmo 759-4081

SHADY Oaks 2 Of 3ter
electric or gas Wallung dm
tame to college 753 5209

NORTHWOOD Storage
presendy has urvis avail
able 753-2905 for more
information

NEW condition 7•17 ton
Trans heat & av unit Will
accept bids 753-1300 at
ter 7pm 4892116

QUEEN size waterbed with
bookcase headboard. WINDOW at roper Free
drawer pedestal liner, mat- estimates 436 2904
tress & heater, $175
436 2165
QUEEN size sole sleeper.
beige rust print sofa
matching loveseat, rust eel
our swrvei rocker. Fisher
Pr.cs travel bed, Greco
rugh chart peach cream &
due full bed spread Call
489 2285 before 3pm
weekdays
SOFA 72 mauve blue
beige excellent condition
753 6170 after 5pm

8N FORD tractor, $2300
obo 6x20 flatbed trailer
frith lights $600 obo 1985
GMC S15 pickup $2800
obo Phone 492 6151
.FORD 5000 tractor, A• 1
shape. 4 new Ores, 4 14
plow. 12ft wheel disc &
large blade $8700 for all
753 8965
200
Sports
Equipment
COMMERCIAL fishing
equipment 753 4120 after
5pm
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

FOR Rent Elusiness Retail
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753 6612

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753-4109
28R apt in Northwood
$2713/mo 759 4406

BALDWIN Baby Grand 2BR duplex with carport
piano black satin finish, Lease no pets Refer
size 5 2 753-3588
$450 mo
ences
CLARINET used 1 year, 753-7457
excellent condition Great FEMALE looking for room
for 1st year band student mate(s)to share 3br house
$185 435 4571
$141 per person plus 5
after
CONN trumpet $90 obo utilities 753 6.898
7pm
492-8865
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and Ibr apartments
YAMAHA trombone 2yrs Phone 759 4984 Equal
old brass 759-9318
Housing Opportunity
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753 9600

NOW taking applications
240
for Section Slow rent housing Apply in person at
Miscellaneous
Southside Manor 906
KENLAKE State Parks Ho Broad St Extended be
August Blues Festival tween Sam- 12noon No
Sunday August 29 Ticket phone calls please Equal
information BOO 325 0143 Housing Opportunity
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms, handicap access'
K T I and Assoaates offer ble Equal Housing Opporprig a full line of investigative tunity Apply Hilldale Apts
services Bel Air Center -Hardin, Ky or call
502 437 4113
753 3868 or 436 6099
UNFURNISHED 2br apt
270
with refrigerator range
Noting
central ha carport No
Horne, For Sole
pets Also furnished lbr
10x50 BUILT in range apt 753 6609
oven refrigerator, 2br
Must sell First $900
759 1122

1992 16x80 SOUTHERN
Elite 3br, 2 bath with Geor
gra carpet $22 000
901 247 3233
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4027
HOT Summer Sizzling
Sale Volunteer Homes
ric. 'Home of the Unbeat
able Deal' 1295 1985 2br
only $500 down $156 per
month *235 14)00 only
$9995 8275 16x80 3br,
10% down extra neat
$175 per month 8291 NiCe
2br only $4995 $299
Repo, 14x80 3br only $500
down $189 per month
$29.4 Big 28x70 doubiew
ide only $26 995 10%
down and $275 per month
*683 New 3br 2 bath
shingle roof & vinyl siding
$15995 10% down and
$165 per month We Want
Your Business Highway
79 East Paris Tennessee
38242
LOT mobile home Large
workshop
a steal
474 8702

365

Fair Si.
Or Lame
BUSINESS for sale or
lease in Murray Call for
details 753-1217

Don't put it

GREAT LOCATION 3br.
211 bath home on approx 1
we, 2 TKOS from town
Welcoming decor Shown
by appointment 7534475

in the attic,
garage or
basement

NEAR MSU, kitchen, Irving
room, privileges, utilities
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898
ROOM for rent 753 7115

2BR, all electric, house in
Panorama Shores Kitchen
with stove & refrigerator,
great room with wood fee
place insert 1 bathroom
screened in porch & large
deck Washer'clryer hoo
kup available $275 per
month $275 security depo
sit & lyr lease required
Phone 753 6313 after 5pm
or 842 8664
2BR house in Murray & in
Lynn Grove 753 4109
2BR house near Hardin
437 4507 437 4590
38R, 24 bath, formal LR
DR. den and deck in Gates
borough $850'mo lease
and deposit required No
pets Available Sept 1 Call
Brenda Skyes 753 8251
48R. 2 bath house 2bIlis
from university $440 per
month 759-1944
48R house. 1603 Olive
Murray 492 8225

OUR Pledge When you FOR sale or rent Renter
compare quality, insulation, changed mind 3tx 1 bath
options and set-up, you will 12 moles southeast from
tirid that we w have tie Murray 753-6392
very best value for your SMALL 2br house 8 miles
housinpdollar Dinkins Mo- from town No pets ReferLbile Homes Inc Hwy 79 ences & deposit 492 8594
TN
East
parts.
1 800 642 4891 One of
the Southeast's oldest and
largest Home Centers "

put it in the
Classifieds

753-1916

370
Livestock
& Simples
10YR old lemon spotted
Appaloosa stud very
gentle
$700 Call
753 2791
GREAT trail horse 5yrs
old strawberry Roarn Leopard Alp. approx ISHH
$1233 753-2905

PROFESSIONAL office
space for lease,on or about
HORSE stalls for rent
09/2313, (lomierly MTG
Stable located less than
moon:ix
3200sqt.
Realty),
one mile from University
with 4 prrvate offices, 9
Exposition Center Call
personal office areas,
Peacock Stable at
reception /work station.
753 2101
wailing area, in high traffic
shopping center near MSU LIKE new 1611 cattle trailer
campus, Murray Ky Fully 5th wheel $1600 After
carpeted. 2 bath, em 6pm call 436 5416
ployee lounge Olympic
Plaza Shopping Center in SADDLE 16' lamb good
cludes Dollar General shape, $220 753 0588
Store, 3 restaurants pharmacy, retail & professional
Pets
offices 506 N 12th St. Mur
& Supplies
ray 753 9469
AKC registered Chow pup
pies. 2 females, cinnamon
Phone 753 4636
Apartments
For Rent
HAVE an obedient safe
1 2 3BR acts furnished
dog for show or home
very nice some with Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
washer & dryer, near MSU
12yrs 436 2858
No pets Also room for rent
753 1252 days 753 0606
PEGS Dog Grooming
after 5pm
753 2915
1BR close to university &
hospital some utilities paid
753-8756

2BR duplex in Northwood
1350irno 759 4406

1983 14x70 EXCELLENT
condition 2tir 2 full baths
hilly equipped kitchen fire
place many extras
759 4699

Name
For Salo

'290
Nestles
AM Cool

PEACOCKS 1wk to tui
grown Bantam thickens
some tree all ages Pycmy
r
make
Billy goa
7536126

FOR sale Land 10 acres.
20 acres 45 acres 65
acres & 100 acres Also
will rent 753 1300 after
7pm 489 2116

Ilatercyclee

NEWLY listed wooded 26
acres in Northwest Celloway County Priced at
$37 250 MLS 85107 Con
tact Kopperud Realty
753 1222
RE MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey
Center
Bel Air
502 753 SOLD
1 800 369 5780
ROBERTS Realty Cabo
way County s oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency` For at your real
estate needs call them to
day at 753 1651, Syc,a
more and 12th St

Now Picking Red Haven
Peaches, Apples

623-K112
YELLOW Sweet corn
Damsoms & prune plums
fall apples McKenzie Orchard
753 4725 or
753 9468
410
Public
Sale

Yard Sale
1113 Fairlane
Murray, Ky.
Fri. & Sal
Aug. 27 & 28
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
TV's, radios chairs,
tables. handmade new
guilts, Jenny Lind baby
bed. Otlhapedic baby
mattress, sets of dishes,
glasses children's VCR
tapes toys, twin bed.
wicker, mobile activity
center bumper pad
playpen store scales.
women's clothes, Nordic
track. odds & ends from
here to there. Christmas
decorations. dresser
drawers, stroller, car
seat, toddler's clothes,
te best yard sale this
'ear

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?
Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

YARD
SALE
505 N. 5th
Thurs., Fri.,
Sat.

CLASSIFIED

1979 CHEVY Luv 4x4.
Isp. good shape.
$1500 obo 489-2022
1981 FORD F250 Ramer
4x4 aluminum wheels.
new tires excellent condition 492-8659
1987
whale
auto.
miles
50.11

MARTIN Heights ranch
brick home available 3br. 2
bath, open family dirungi
kitchen area, front porch
peso. 2 car garage. landscaped 1549 Whippoor,
will 759-1604
NICE 2&. 1 bath lake view
home, full basement, large
lutchen & Irving room. fireplace, deck, garage community boat ramp Lakeway
Shores Subdivision $40s
759-2085

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes ail price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

1971 FORD pickup. excellent condition. $1800
753-8229

IN country Nice 2tx, 1 bath.
LR. large kitchen. *nay
room with brick hearth &
stove. carport sato deck.
pool, 24x24 shop. central
Ns, aty water gas. cable
Priced in the $504 Call
after 5pm 7530020

178 ACRES horse or cattle
farm located south of Murray near Puryear TN Property has lovely wooded
area 2 ponds fenced Nice
blacktop road frontage
$127,500 MLS8 5032
Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

CHEVROLET SIO,
extended cab, mr,
p'b pis, 60.XXX
Call 753-7353 after

1991 NISSAN 2 wheel
dove $6500 492-8548
1991 TOYOTA 4x4 red
22.XXX miles auto air
aluminum wheels factory
warranty $12 995
753-1362, 759-9811 after
5pm Ask for Tim
1992 GMC Sonoma
loaded V6 air Cal before
2pm 753-2783

470

1993 FORD Ranger truck
cola maroon with bed
liner excellent condition
753-0714

1981 HARLEY Davidson
Super Glide 498 8942
1989 HONDA VTR 250
Sport bike low mileage
sharp 753 5718
1989 YZ 125
759 4126

Campers
1982 JAYCO pop up
sleeps 6 very dean used
very little $1250 437-4845
leave message if no
answer

$750

250 HONDA 4 wheeler,
new tires new racks excel
lent condition $1900 obo
753 7275

1985 SPARTAN 3211 Ideal
for full time rv Of college
student 759-4414

DISCOUNT parts depend
able service for all brands
MOTORCYCLE PARTS &
SERVICE north of Murray
on Coles Campground Rd
Open weekdays 4pm 6pm
Sat 10am 3pm

26FT Nomad Camper, fully
self contained ar, awning
new refrigerator, asking
$4300 502 437-4902
30' NOMAD camper, bum
per hitch bunkhouse
model loaded sleeps
8-10 fully self contained
excellent condition $6900
Also available 454 motor,
trailering pkg both for
$10000 Call 753-8965

1967 GAMER° $2000 2
home speakers 400 watt
Kenwood $100 436 2560

STARCRAFT Starduster 6
pop up sleeps 6' See at
1622 Kirkwood 759 1673
$20
Boats
& Motors

1982 TRANS AM V8 auto,
ps pb t tops new Ores
759 1107

42FT Cris Craft Romer to
sale or some trade
$27,500 Twin 427 low
hours fords excellent con
436-5811 or
dition
436 5082

1984 VW Quantum station
wagon excellent condition
36', ACRES on Hwy 614 75,XXX miles 759 9508
lust off 280 5 mile from 1985 325 E BMW 2dr
TVA park on KY Lake Lot black metakc all power
on 94E 10211 by 200 deep brown leather new radials
city water 753 5200
Call
69 XXX miles

MUST sell' New Alu
rnaweld Crappie style w/
trailer 17 511 with 40hp
Yamaha live well depth
finder, anchor, airlift cas
sette Just make offer
5027531369

2 ACRES wooded have
cleared
753 6226
753 4168

BUILDING lots in subdivision with limited restrictions
(no mobile homes) Some
wooded Southwest School
District natural gas oty
water, cablevision 3 3
miles from city limits Financing available Lots as
low as $4500 753 5841 or
753-1566
BY owner Beautiful
wooded lot almost one
acre Fairview Acres tour
miles East Old Salem
Road Call 753 4423 after
7pm
IN Gatesborough
90.x220 Call 753 9662
753-7249

MUST SELL 107 acres
70% pasture all fenced No
reasonable offer refused
354 9444 anytime

2BR 1 bath LR kitchen
enclosed front porch &
back porch utility room
ceiling tans appliances
Beautiful large corner lot
with lots of outside storage
city water, cable 5 miles
north of Murray 753 0680
3BR 1 bath large utility
siding garage 1 7 acres
great location $45 000
Call evenings 527-0686
3BR, 2 bath brick, 1380sq
ft 3yrs old $72,000 Phone
for appointment 753 3293
BRICK home. central ha
gas line, city water. 2br. 1
bath hardwood floors, dou
ble carport, large barn appliances refrigerator ne
gobable, $40's 492 8892
CONTEMPORARY designed home built in 1991
Located on 5,5 wooded
acres in private setting
Many outstanding features
in this quality 3br 2,, bath
home almost 4000sq ft
under roof including full
basement $169950 MLS
$3605 Contact Kopperud
Realty 753 1222
FRESH on the market' 3br,
1 level home with new cen
tral gas heat & central
electric air, extra large
rooms detached workshop
building & metal storage
building, fenced backyard
surrounds large tree
shaded wooden deck
$69,900 MIS 15181 Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALIEN septic tank
installebon reps( replace
merit 759-1515
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, drive
ways. hauling, foundations
Pc 759-4664
BILLS Window Cleaning
Residential'
C•II
Commerical
753-5934

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
ServiceAl work guaran
753 1134 or
teed
436 5832
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753 4591
CARPET and vinyl installation and repairs Glen Bab
ber. 759-1247
CARPORTS for oars and
trucks Special 1.1366 for
motor home boats RVs
and elc Excellent protec
bon high quality excellent
value Roy Hs. 759-4664
C 80 HOME Repairs Cal
753 9669

COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes, trailers offices
Wulff s Recovery. Murray
436 5560

DAVID Lamb Construction
Roofing new arid repairs
remodeling and additions
plumbing and eiectncal
753-5113
DRYWALL. finishing re
pairs additions and blowing ceilings 7514761
ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
Heating Cooling & Electric
Inc Service sales and in
stallabor (502) 435 4699
435 4327
FOR all your fencing
needs Best prices in town
753 9270
GENERAL Repair plumbing roofing tree work
436 2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding parting Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 436-2701

489 2704 after 6pm
1986 PLYMOUTH Reliant
K $1400 492 8548

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
1 A A 1 Hauling tree trim
ming tree removal dean
ing out sheds atbas & odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb
Al IA all around mowing &
tree trimming & light haul
ing Call 436-2528 ask for
Mark

1989 MERCURY Sable
blue excellent condition
new transmission, $5000
obo 759 4453

Al AL'S hauling yard
work tree removal mow
ing Free estimates
759 1683

1989 TOYOTA Carnry Deluxe 45.XXX miles one
owner $7500 753 1453
1990 GRAND AM LE
58 XXX miles blue new
tires $6500 759-4574 at
ter 5pm

CAR stereo installer, ex
perierice required Send re
sumo to PO Box 48 Mur
ray, Ky 42071

Vane
1987 FORD Econo Line
150 conversion van
loaded excellent condition.
$7995 80 XXX miles
753-4263

1929 FORD Model A truck
Partially restored, new
tires seats and paint Not
running has timing problem Have title First $3300
takes it 753-5154 after
5pm
1968 GMC 383 Stroke(
motor 753 0680
1969 CHEVROLET pickup.
step side, rebuilt motor &
transmission, new bres &
wheels Cal 753-2791

Miller's Mowing
& Lawn Care
759.1652
AIR Conditioning Ron Hall
Heating Cooling & Electric
Inc Servos, sales arid installabon (502) 435 4699
435 4327
ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling, porches.
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting maintenance. etc Free estimates
489-2303
ANTIQUE refinishing tur
naive repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30+ years ex
perience
BOBBY
HOPPER 436 5848

PS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM woolawofflease

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom

gio
eL.)s

PAINTING, exterior inter
lot Call Charlie Rains
75.3-5754
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
RETIRED Journeyman
Millwright will do plumbng,
electrical, carpeting and
general repo( 4926403
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
painting, plumbing, con
mite Free esbmates Call
474-2307
SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman 492 8742
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night
753- 5484
S & W Construction Hazel
KY New homes additions
vinyl siding replacement
windows roofing and gar
ages Call 492 8873 Jim
Wiliams 492 8238 Lee
Starks
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 Free estimates Roole
1 Akno Open 9-12 1-5,
Mon -Fn 753 0530

MR Chimney. Chimney
cleaner 492-8723

MURqAv (11.6.nd
753 SSW

smiert

HADA WAY Construction
Remodeling. vinyl marg.
vinyl replacement win
dows. vinyl flooring
4362062
HANDYMAN wit do plumbing. electrical, carpentry
and general repair
753-0596
K B ASSOCIATES Gen
oral construction remade.
rig garages decks, patios
interior trim 753-0834

Dc

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain formica. at colors Free ese
mates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560

on
of

At
kil

LAWN mowing service In
steed Coleman BeneheI
phone 759-4564

SI

lei

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of 000f11 Licensed, in
&urea Estimate available
7594690

tic
ki
tic

TIM'S Repair Service offer
rig same day service on all
lawn & garden equipment
kerosene heaters aulorno
bile minor repairs Most re
pairs at your horne 15
years experience
753 5299

bc

VI

to
WINDOW & door repair
Repair, re-screen re-glaze
aluminum or wood 20yrs
experience 753 2330
prompt service

7.
A,
El
V.
3

FREE tea good home part
Chow puppies 436 2571
010

Legal
Notice

10011
Node*

The Murray Independent Board of Education will hold a public hearing in the Board
Office, 814 Poplar St., Murray, Ky., on
Thursday. August 26, 1993, at 12:15 p.m. to
hear p:iblic comments regarding a proposed

general fund tax levy of 36.5 cents.
The gereral .fund tax levied in fiscal year
1992-1993 was 36.0 cents and produced
revenue of $776,955. The proposed General
Fund tax rate of 36.5 cents is expected to
produce $823,016 for 1993-1994. Of this
amount, $35,805 is from new real and
personal property. The compensating tax
rate for 1993-1994 is 35.0 cents and is
expected to produce $800,399.
The general area to which revenue in excess
of 1992-1993 revenue is to be allocated is as
follows: Instruction 25,000; maintenance
10,531; technology 10,530.
The General Assembly has required publication of this advertisement and the information contained herein.
In addition,the Board will consi der a change
order in the kitchen area of Robertson
Elementary School.

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is-now accepting

Visa and Master Card

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm 759 9816 7530496

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music Murray's Alpine Car Audio Specialist,
Dixieland Center, 1 Nock
from MSU dorms

UM SUNBURY

000 lobs. minor repass
References availeble Free
estimates Call Reid
759-9689

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service
Call Gary at - WANTED light hauling
759 4754
_pees trimmed Of removed
CUSTOM bulldozing and Call Don 753 2772 or
753-2320
backhoe work septic sys
toms 3548161 after 4pm

LAWN mowing Free esbCall Scott
mates
436 2869

1989 BUICK Regal Gran
Sport excellent condition
high mileage all opbons
moon'sun roof $5500 obo
759 9924 leave message
or call after 5pm

MULCH, pck up loade
Mumry 436-5680

S•fieiC•

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191

510

1969 OLDS Cutlass Con
veroble partially restored
most parts to complete reTR, ER & small r ,vn on storation included $4000
aki tor sale and
of acre olio 437-484' .Jave rnes
of land 753 1038 after sage if no answer
4pm
1972 BUICK Electra 225
runs great extra clean
Must sell 492 8299

YELLOW delicious apples
753 7269

COPELAND'S
ORCHARD
Mayfield

Services
011ered

Put&

Master Card

Call Us Today!

753-1916

Study shows classified ads
important in selling house
Preliminary results of the Newspaper Association of America's new
study of recent home buyers were
unveiled recently at NAA's Classified and Cooperative Marketing
Conference in Chicago, and it was
good news for newspaper classified
ads.
"The data indicates that virtually
everyone who used the newspaper
classifieds took Some action—ranging from buying the house to calling
about the house," said Dr. B. Stuart
Tolley of NAA's market research
staff."We arc finding that the enure
home-buying process varies by
market, placing greater value on the
local information provided by
newspapers," Tolley added.
The study is based on more than
1,200 telephone interviews with
home owners who had bought their
homes within the previous seven
months. Each of the six markets
(New Haven, Conn.; Toledo; Chatanooga, Little Rock; Las Vegas;
and Sacramento) was represented
by about 200 interviews. Minnesota
Opinion Research Inc. fielded the
study.
When asked what actions they
took as a result of using the newspaper, many respondents gave two
or three answers. Eighty-two per-

cent said they called about the
houses,76 percent said they went to
see the houses, and 1 percent said
they actually Went out and bought
the house. Virtually everyone who
used the newspaper classifieds took
some action as a result of those ads.
The data also show that newspaper real estate classified ads work
better than ads in homes magazines.
The average home buyer using the
classified ads took more actions as a
result of the ads than was true of the
average home buyer using homes
magazines.
Among home buyers, newspaper
ads are important in actually selling
a house. When asked whether newspaper ads arc very important, somewht important or only marginally
important in selling their homes,
almost seven out of 10 respondents,
68 percent, said newspaper classified ads were either very important
or somewhat important. Among
those who had sold their previous
house,69 percent said classified ads
were very or somewhat important.
NAA expects to release a full
report on the study in the fall. Based
on the findings, the association will
develop new sales tools and presentations for newspapers and prepare
in analysis of homes magazines.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Aug. 25. the 237th day of 1993. There are
128 days left in the year.
History:
in
Highlight
Today's
On Aug. 25, 1944, Allied forces liberated Paris, ending four years
of German occupation. The surrender of Major General Dietrich von
Choltiu — who had disobeyed Adolf Hitkr's order to level the city
— set off wild celebrations.
On this date:
In 1900. philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche died in Weimar, Germany.
In 1916, the National Park Service was established within the
Department of the Interior.
In 1921. the United States signed a peace treaty with Germany.
In 1943, 50 years ago. U.S. forces overran New Georgia in the Solomon Islands during World War 11.
In 1950, President Harry Truman ordered the Army to seize control
of the nation's railroads to avert a strike.
In 1985, Samantha Smith, the schoolgirl whose letter to Yuri V.
Andropov resulted in her famous peace tour of the Soviet Union, was
killed with her father in an airliner crash in Maine.
Ten years ago: The United States and the Soviet Union signed a
$IO billion grain pact under which the Soviets were required to buy at
least 9 million metric tons of American grain each year for five years.
Five years ago: In his sharpest attack yet on the Reagan administration's drug policies. Democratic presidential nominee Michael Dukakis criticized U.S. dealings with Panama's military leader. Gen. Manuel Noriega, saying they were criminal.
One year ago: Hurricane Andrew thrashed the Louisiana coast.
President George Bush and Democrat Bill Clinton appeared separately
before the American Legion in Chicago; Bush cited his World War 11
military service while Clinton sought to bury the controversy over his
Vietnam-era draft status.
Today's Birthdays: Former U.S. arms control director Eugene Rostow is 80. Actor Van Johnson is 77. Actor-producer Mel Ferrer is 76.
Actor Don DcFore is 76. Former Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace is
74. Actor Scan Connery is 63. Actor Tom Skerritt is 60. Actress Anne
Archer is 46. Rock singer-actor Gene Simmons is 44. Rock singer
Elvis Costello is 39.
Thought for Today: "The chains which cramp us most arc those
which weigh on us least." — Anne Sophie Swetchine. Russian-French
author (1782-1857).
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Tea years ere
"TVA: Past. Present and
Future," a symposium on Aug. 30
at Curris Center, Murray State
University, will commemorate
the 5EXh anniversary of the formation of Tennessee Valley
Authority.
Thirteen students from Calloway County were among 78
Alumni Association scholarship
recipients recently honored at
Murray State University. Dan
Shipley of Murray is president of
MSU Alumni Association.
Master Sgt. Garry L. Yuill has
reenlisted in the Air Force after
serving 20 years in the military
service.
New officers of Murray State
University Women's Society are
Nancy Schempp, Ruth McManamy, Jamie Helton and Gail
Baust.
Hal Park, new executive director of Playhouse in the Park, has

-

announced plans for the theatre's
fall and spring season.
Twenty years as.
DT. Constantine (Dino) Cirri:
is pictured fielding questions
from a number of press representatives at a conference on Aug.
24 at Oakhurst. He will become
president of Murray State University on Sept. IS.
Four officers of the Murray
Police Department confiscated
eight stalks of marijuana that
were growing at a residence here
in Murray.
Laura Dene Sills and Mark
Paschall were married Aug. 3 at
Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Michael Scott,
Aug. 14; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Ricky King, Aug. 20; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Wisehart,
Aug. 21; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Phillip Howell, Aug. 23.

Thirty years age
Max Hughes was Senior
Champion and Henry Armstrong
was Junior Champion in the District 4-H Tractor Driving Contest
held at Princeton.
An ordinance was passed Aug.
22 by Murray City Council
increasing the business area on
the Hazel Highway.
Mike Lassiter, John Bennett,
Buster Scott, Mike Keller, Mike
Kuykendall, Ann Titsworth, Kay
Pinkley, Jane Belote, Jeanie Diuguid, Kathy Rowlett, Julie- Settle
and Cathy Converse were chosen
to represent Murray at the State
Jaycee Swimming Meet Aug. 24
at Elizabethtown.
Shirley Joan Williams and Larry Joseph Dunn were married
Aug. 14 at College Church of
Christ.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Freed Curd, a girl to

iEDITOWS NOTE Dear Abby is
My husband surprised me with
on a two week raeation Following the following cibservation: 'Heavas a selection of some of her favorite ens, no That would give her the
past letters from the 1970s.,
notion that we think she's not able
to look after herself"
DEAR ABBY - We nre a retired
Abby. that notion never crossed
couple living next door to a very my mind. Do you think my husband
nice elderly woman whip recently is right? Or am l"
lost her husband
GOOD NEIGHROR
I remarked to my husband yesterday. -That little widow seems to
DEAR NEIGHBOR: You are.
be getting so thin and frail lately. 1 But people who live alone miss
suppose living alone as she does, much more than food. They
she doesn't bother to cook for her- miss companionship. If you feel
self Perhaps when I make some- generous, do something for the
thing special. 1 should take some widow's spirit as well as her
over to her."
stomach. Invite her to join you

sometime. The simplest meal
with company will be more
appreciated than the finest delicacy alone.
DEAR ABBY Why is it that
most -plain- women seem to have
the best marriages, and most outstanding beauties,are divorced.
married again. divorced again, and
can't make a success of a mamage?
Even with the advantage of having
been born beautiful. they can't seem
to find happiness Why is that'
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING: Believe
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By GARY LARSON
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I JUST
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CATHY
I CHANGED MY 'AND! I
EVER REALLY WANTED it!

nes

I WAS PRESSURED! I GOT
SWEPT UP in INC MOMENT!

IONS.•71

r

IT WAS A AVAENTAR4
LAPSE Of Ja0CitoENT
TEIAPORARY 1,45ANIT4 !!
A MEANINCrLESS FLING'!

N r i wANT OUT, I TELL

DEAR ADDY What Auld(' sou
say to somisitie you know who ha,
Just had Pliitit If surgery for ciisnwt
reasons.'
If you say, "It's a big 'intim% e
inent." she might be insulted
because that means she didn't look
so hot before
If you say. -You look much
younger," she ceepld take. offen•a•
she. lesekell
because vicure' in
'eild- before
If you don't say anything. ii
could be•worse because she b.,
spequalotamoneyinidgoneto.,
lid of tremble. helping fOr a noticeatm•
change. and if nobody not ices.
would all he for [lotting.
Isn't scone kind of reaction in
order when the bandages el one' at
the' black and blue marks hate.
bided and all the swelling has gone
deissn' lfiiI hat'
N
1.0ST Fl /I{ Wl

band and I attended a wedding IeVe
sent the newlyweds a steTling silse•
candle. snuffer for a gift. I just
the bride.
received a note f
thanking us for the -darling littie
gravy dipper"!
I was stunned when I read e'
'
Should I call the bride and tell
I'm sure. she'd be very much emba•
rassed if she had guests for dims e
- and used the candle smilTe.r tee Ledo,
gravy._

k
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LIFE
C. t

it or not, natural beauty can he
something of a handicap. Some
beauties rely entirely on their
looks to get them everything
they want, and they neglect to
develop the more durable amid
important qualities.
A girl may he able to "cap•
ture" a man with her beauty.
Indeed she may capture more
than one, if she so desires. Dot
unless she knows how to give
him more than the pleasure of
just looking at her, she won't
keep him long.

I:Fh:.iNnRg.ABBY Recently my hu-•
al"'.
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'flange
ertson

rEvER4YOU! Z IDIIN'T ID FOR- , THING
OK,
GET THE MOLE THIN&
LANES?
EVER HAPPENED!!

Slit N'kEli

MINER AND I
ARE TRyiNO TO

DEAR SHOCKED: If you really fear that she will use the- ran

HAVE OUR BRUNCH
ANNULLED.

die snuffer as a gravy ladle.
her and tip her off.
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GARFIELD
PO YOU HAVE TO STAMP THERE
AND SHED WHILE I'M EATING?

YOU SHED.
ILL EAT •

NOT AT
ALL
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PEANUTS

YOU KNOW WkAT WE 514OULD
DO MARCIE? WE 940vLD 516N
UP FOR RIDING LESSONS..

•

Dr:AR DU Grn'T my &whir savs I
am in danger oh losing some of my
teeth due to hone loss in niv FIN
can't understand his explanation of
Answer to Previous Puzzle
what causes it arui don't know what I
should be doing to present it freer» get
POP
MEMO F IUT
ting worse
OINUO ODD
DOOR
DEAR READER Bone loss around
YE OW
MUIR 00 N
teeth can be secondary to gum infe'r
GI R A M SMASH
lion and inflammation of the suppeirt
AT
RECOI LED
ing tissue e periodontal disease). as
AV ISO RE EAR
well as to aging osteoporosis can
contribute tee be
RU
loss in the. jaw but
E L EMEEZIT
much more commonly affects the
PC10 ELA SATEO
spine and legs Sometimes. calcium
CU
R1211 IA I
supplements. such as three or four
DIET
OGIONS
TUNIS daily, can help retard loss eel
EDITED
GAD MA
bone around teeth
NOTO
ROD OPEC
However. as a primary care physi
GOIEW
E RIZI GENE
clan. I've. tound that dentists are often
8-25 (i) 1993 United Feature Syndicate the best resource because they are'
trained in methods. such as deep
10 Dawn
bird
cleaning that will assist patients with
goddess
23 Instructor
11 Damp
this malady Also, dentists can pre
25 Noise
16 Repulse
scribe antibiotics when necessary,
Warm
27
18 Female deer
Periodontists, specialists in this very
Attempt
28
20 Knock
30 Sink in
droblem can be railed upon as need
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"How could you think that?... I've always been
attracted by your personality."
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DEAR LOST: Just say.
look great!" That should cover
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publiinfor-

Mr. and Mrs. John MacMillan, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Conner and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas L. Wyatt.
Forty years as.
Murray City Schools will open
for classes on Sept. 8, according
to local officials.
Pvt. Hardy K. Outland, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Outland, is
now serving with the Armed Forces in Korea.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Freeland. a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Rogers. a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. R.H. Outland, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn O'Bryan, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. W.A. Lyons, and a girl to
Z.C. and Phyllis Heffold.
Mr. and Mrs. Napoleon Parker
and son. Kenneth, are visiting
their daughter and sister, Mrs.
Bob Pelts and Mr. Petit of
Albany. Ore.

DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS
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LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY

nstuceon
tyl ming.
tent winnowing

WEDNESDAY. AUGUST 25. 1993

AC.11011111
1 Dude
4 Quickly
9 Church
bench
12

Mountain on

Crete
13 Buffalo
14 Fish eggs
15 Container
17 Most unusual
19 Hinder
21 Drunkard
22 Hall
24 Mournful
26 Diminutive
suffix
29 Melodies
31 FruN seed
33 Affirmative
34 That thing
35 Ordinance
37 Scold
39 Swayze ID
40 Bass
42 Opening
44 Craze

46 Decorate
48 Uncooked
50 Neat
51 Brim
53 White sale
Item
55 Vote
56 Puzzles
61 Time gone by
62 Bed covering
64 Beverage
65 Condensed
moisture
66 Taut
67 Evergreen
shrub
DOWN
1 Small lie
2 Harem room
3 Forgive
4 Encourage
5 Heaps
6 Equally
7 Dove cry
8 Finishes
9 Comely

MU

Nerr I

22 Long-legged

MN NUMMI NM
MIMI MEM= MOM
MINIM= =ME=
MOMEM MEM
WM= Wild IIMMW
MINIM WNW WM
WM WOW Wild WM
WNW MEW=
WIIIMM WOW WM=
Mid WIMMIIIM
•uuiWINIMWd
I= Wild= WEE
WWI MIR= din

middle
32 Scottish cap
36 Armed
conflict
38 Gregory
Harrison TV
role
41 Val Kilmer
Wm
43 Crony:
colloq.
45 Number
47 Wire measure
49 Brushes away
52 Station
54 Memorandum
55 Evil
56 Mature
67 Article
59 Female ruff
SO Carpenter's
tool
63 Printer's
measure

(p

I suggest that you bypass your doe
tor on this issue and proceed directly
to your dentist who. after examining
vou and X raying your mouth. should
tie able to help
DEAR DR (OTT Our grandson is
in the habit of donating plasma twice
a week for several weeks in succes
mon as a means of picking up some
extra spending money Is donation
this often harmful' What is the nor

mal pattern'
DEAR READER Plasma Is the
clear liquid portion of blood. in which
the various types of blood cells are
suspended Plasma contains proteins
and other nutrients
I'm surprised that the authorities
would allow even a healthy young man
to donate blood so frequently. Each
time he donates, he is losing important blood constituents. Eventually.
he could experience deficiencies that
could affect his health.
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Look
What
SAVE•A•LOT
FOOD STORES
39° Buys!
Fresh

1

Crisp

( Lettuce

1 39

1

Frozen

Thorn Apple Valley

Country Cupboard

Shoestring

Premium

Sliced

Fries

Franks

Meats

39

1 lead

12 oz. Pkg.

39
s......._
2.5 oz: Pk.g

FROZEN FOOD

VALUES
Crisp

Prairie Farms

Fro/en

Homogenized or 2%

Lemonade

Milk

391?

oz. can

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Blue Bonnet

Wylwood
Golden

WylwOOd
Sweet

Quarters

Corn

3

16 oz. Pkg.

Peas

19' 19
15 oz. Can

15 oz. Can

EVERYDAY •
LOW PRICE

Prairie Farms

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Wy1WOOd
Cut Gleen

Pot Pies

19
15 Oz. Can

39s,,,

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Little Juan

Bubba Cola

Yogurt

Assorted

rialStead
Pork n

Soft Drink

Beans

Pies

16 oz. Can

1 oz Pkg

17
10 oz. Can

McMillin
Fruit

Red Chili

Burritos

29 25

SAVE-A-LOT

We accept checks for
the amount of purchase only, food stamps
and
manufacturer's
coupons. Savings up
to 40% on the food you
use the most — 100%
guaranteed!

uet

Beans

Assorted Flavors

39

13at

FOOD STORES
"Our Name Says It All"

12th St. at Storey Ave.
Murray, Ky.

Prices Good
Wednesday, Aug. 25
Through
Tuesday, Aug. 31. 1993

We reserve the right
to limit quantities
and correct printing
errors.
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